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Abstract  
 
 Evolution of deformation and stress in growing thin films has been studied in this work 
using computational simulations that resolve matter at atomic length and time scales.  Thin films 
are ubiquitous in technology; further, deformation in structures with at least one very small 
dimension (e.g. thin films) manifests correspondingly large strain and stress, with concomitant 
effects on device performance.  Knowledge is lacking about the spatial and temporal stress 
distribution in growing thin films and how this relates to specific mechanisms of stress evolution. 
Thus, developing highly detailed, fundamental atomic scale understanding of stress evolution 
during thin film growth is important to optimizing humankind’s ability to engineer useful devices 
based on thin film technology. 
 It is well known for bulk systems and analytically has been shown that stress localization 
occurs around defects, edges, vacancies or impurity regions. However, in thin films, particularly 
for dissimilar material interfaces, analytical solutions are not available. For the surface layers of 
films laying on the substrate of a dissimilar material, the stress distribution analysis around 
defects becomes more challenging.  Herein, spatial and temporal distribution of deformation and 
stress are presented for different thin film formation events including 1) sub-monolayer growth 
during an early film nucleation stage, 2) coalescence of adjacent monolayer ‘islands’, and 3) post-
coalescence equilibration during subsequent film growth. Stress behavior during these events was 
evaluated spatially and temporally to reveal direct connections between atomic scale film growth 
behavior and the associated stress evolution.  
 Validity of the stress computed via local computations of the virial expression for stress 
in a system of interacting particles was checked by comparing to results obtained from 
2 
considerations of local atomic deformation in conjunction with existing expressions for epitaxial 
thin film growth stress.  For the geometries studied here, where a monolayer of film with a highly 
characterized linear defect, a stacking fault, was simulated for coalescence, fairly good agreement 
was found. This result demonstrates that, for similar defects at the surface layer, with sufficient 
sub-ensemble averaging of the standard virial expression for stress, semi-quantitative spatial 
stress distribution information can be obtained from atomic scale simulations.   
 Using our validated stress computation method, we reveal significant stress localization 
during thin film growth processes, leading to pronounced differences in maximum and minimum 
stress observed over very small spatial extent (of order multiple GPa over 3-6 nm distances).  One 
prominent mechanism of stress localization revealed here is coalescence between adjacent 
growing islands.  Coalescence eliminates surface energy but it typically occurs at the expense of 
generating elastic energy.  For geometries explored here, stress manifesting during coalescence is 
highly localized. Atomic structure in stress localized regions is presented and shown to agree well 
qualitatively with a locally deformed structure (i.e. corresponding gradients in deformation).  
Though MD simulations are constrained temporally, relatively long simulations (hundreds of ns) 
were employed to reveal any evidence of temporal evolution.  No such evolution was observed, 
lending confidence that localized stress states are thermodynamically meta-stable to stable.  
Furthermore, a size dependence study was employed to verify that results obtained herein 
extrapolate to film dimensions typically employed in practice.  While stress relatively far from 
coalesced regions was shown to go to zero with increasing system size, neither the extent of stress 
manifestation spatially nor the peak magnitude in stress/strain showed notable dependence on 
system size. 
 Stress relaxation during subsequent film growth is also presented and shown to 
preferentially eliminate localized deformation in the coalesced region.  However, significant 
3 
lattice mismatch for the system explored here is predicted by epitaxial thin film stress theory to 
lead to misfit dislocation generation for of order one to two monolayers of film material.  In direct 
agreement with theoretical predictions, simulations here showed dislocation generation occurred, 
relieving misfit stress, after roughly a second monolayer was deposited.  Again, deformation and 
stress due to defect generation are explored and shown to exhibit significant localization. 
 In concluding, the implications of results presented are discussed, including the effects 
that stress localization can have on film properties.  We note that success here in computing local 
stress on such small spatial scales bodes well that future investigations at the atomic scale can 
contribute quantitative stress knowledge to thin film growth theory development. We also 
highlight how results such as those herein can guide future development of continuum 
constitutive relations in the form of improved cohesive zone models.  We finally point out 
simulation challenges that must be confronted for future similar work to extend success here to 
more general material systems as well as thin film growth geometries. 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 
 
 
Advances in technology have made possible the fabrication of device components or 
device components with size down to a few nanometers. This novel technology has been broadly 
utilized in optoelectronics, piezoelectric and photovoltaic technologies, magnetic storage devices, 
and conductor/semiconductor industries. In order to attain the required properties for materials 
and to have the devices function as expected, atomic level control over the surface shape, material 
properties, stress generating mechanisms is desirable [1]. 
 In many of these applications average stress and its distribution over the parts either 
directly affect the performance of the part or it act as one of the major driving mechanisms by 
which devices may be formed (i.e. stress driven self-assembly) [2]. The influence of stress on 
material properties can best be understood if there exists thorough knowledge on the magnitude 
of stress that manifests in a given device or a material structure.  Property dependence on stress 
manifests for materials at the macroscale as well as for materials fabricated at smaller scales; 
however, because deformations in small structures correspond to larger strains, the influence of 
stress/strain on material properties might be more pronounced for small structures.  Intimately 
connected to these observations and relevant to macroscale features and smaller, non-uniformity 
of stress evolution must be examined to quantify how well average stress in a structure (for 
example, as obtained from experiment) reflects stress distribution throughout the structure.  
  In the class of material structures with at least one dimension being very small, thin films 
stand out as perhaps the most ubiquitous. Thin films have one dimension that is relatively small, 
with many technologically relevant films possessing thickness of a few microns or even into the 
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nanometer scale [3]. Thin films are widely used as coating material (for aesthetic purposes or in 
order to enhance optical, electrical, chemical, mechanical or magnetic performance for relevant 
applications) or as a sheet from which identical parts are cut (See Figure 1-1). Predictability and 
controllability of stress is technologically highly relevant since effects due to stress/strain in 
determining thin film properties and performance are significant.  
 
Figure 1-1 Examples of thin film applications from various fields of the industry are shown. 
 
Different film deposition methods are utilized (i.e. electron beam, sputtering, evaporated 
vapor, chemical vapor etc.) varying according to the materials or film properties required by the 
specific application area. Generally for all growth methods, thin film growth involves removal of 
the film material from some bulk and depositing it on to a surface (substrate) until the film 
reaches the required thickness. Alternatively (or additionally) material might be deposited and 
subsequently etched away in some fashion to achieve a desired film geometry and chemistry. 
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Stress, which has not been quantitatively well explained in thin films, can arise due to different 
mechanisms such as lattice mismatch, grain growth, different thermal expansion rates, 
defect/vacancy annihilation etc. [4]. Thin films have been observed to exhibit different stress 
behaviors both during deposition process and after interruption or completion of the deposition 
[5], [6]. Besides potentially altering properties of the thin film material, stress in thin films may 
also cause film degradation, delamination, peeling or other mechanical defects. It can be seen that 
effects due to stress can be either beneficial (e.g. tuning a material’s properties) or detrimental 
(e.g. mechanical failures) depending on the application. In Figure 1-2 below, self-assembled 
nanostructure of GDC islands are shown which formed due to the residual tensile stress. The 
picture on the right is an example for mechanical failures in thin films caused by stress, where Au 
thin film is peeled off the PMMA (Plexiglas) substrate after being heated due to the thermal stress 
caused by the different thermal expansion coefficients of the two materials. Therefore, 
characterization of the stress distribution and understanding stress generation and relaxation 
mechanisms is crucial for reliable manufacturing and better performance of emerging devices 
with very small feature sizes.  
 
Figure 1-2 (Left) A planar film of gadolinia-doped ceria (GDC) deposited on the (100) surface of an yttria 
stabilized zirconia (YSZ) [7], (Right) Au thin film peeled off due to thermal stress ( by Denis Michael) 
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Depending on the growth method, the growth parameters (i.e. deposition rate, 
temperature) and properties of the film/substrate materials chosen (i.e. melting temperatures, 
crystal structures, chemical interactions etc.) films may go through different morphological steps 
both during and after the growth process. Film growth types are classified according to different 
morphological evolutions and stress behaviors observed during the growth process. Growth types 
will be explained in detail in the following chapter. 
Metal films have been studied for a long time driven largely by the use of many different 
metal or metal alloy films in the electronic industry. Thus, there exists significant experimental 
data in the literature relevant to stress evolution during metal film growth for various metals. The 
data provided is typically in the form of film force (or film stress) versus film thickness curves 
(see Figure 1-3) or stress evolution versus time curves which are obtained through substrate 
curvature measurements using X-Ray diffraction, or luminescence piezo-spectroscopy [7], [8]. 
The curvature measurements are related to stress-thickness via Stoney’s equation, which will be 
discussed in detail in the proceeding section. 
 
Figure 1-3  Film stress evolution during VW growth of evaporated FCC metal films   on mica (001); the 
effect of interrupting growth on stress is also shown [1]. 
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Figure 1-3 shows that for different materials under the same deposition conditions very 
different stress evolution data are obtained. Fe shows what is considered typical behavior for a 
low mobility metal in which only tensile stress is observed during growth. When growth is halted 
for 15 minutes, no relaxation is observed. Metals like Au, Cu, Ag and Al on the other hand, show 
tension, giving way to compression during growth and during the 15 minutes halt, tensile 
relaxation occurs. This is typical of high mobility materials. Mobility can be affected by 
temperature or surface chemistry as any given metal may show different type of behaviors at 
relatively high and relatively low temperatures. Thus, it is important to characterize the 
temperature at which a given data set was obtained (data shown in Figure 1-3 were all obtained 
from room temperature experiments).  By taking the derivative of a film force (or stress 
thickness) versus film thickness curve like in Figure 1-3 above, one obtains the instantaneous 
stress (i.e. in the currently growing layer of the film). The overall change in the film force divided 
by the total film thickness gives a measure of the average film stress. 
While data such as in Figure 1-3 have been invaluable in understanding evolution in thin 
film stress, systematic studies of stress distribution evolution are still needed to explain how the 
stress generating mechanisms (i.e. lattice mismatch, surface stress, grain boundary formation, 
recrystallization etc.) manifest stress concentration (or localization) during thin film growth.  
In this study, “stress localization” refers to a spatial region in the material that 
experiences higher stress than the surrounding regions due to proximity to the stress generation 
event (e.g. coalescence of atomic islands). Thus, stress localization is used to avoid confusion 
with stress concentration as a term typically used in structural mechanics in regard to geometric 
features in a structure (e.g. holes, fillets, etc.).  
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Because stress evolution mechanisms are inherently associated with specific atomic 
behaviors, localization may occur on length scales inaccessible to experimental probing. 
Therefore, atomistic simulations may provide great insight about what magnitude gradients and 
maximum stress/strain result due to phenomena associated with stress evolution during deposition 
and thin film growth. If significant stress localization occurs, then there can be regions where 
maximum stress values are much larger than expected based on average stress. The evolution of 
these regions in position, size and stress magnitudes during and after growth should be elucidated 
because those regions are expected to be the sites where failure is most likely to initiate or 
material properties will be most altered by stress effects. In experiments, during deposition, 
randomly distributed atomic formations of different sizes and shapes are observed; different stress 
generating events take place simultaneously. Thus it is difficult to filter the effects of a certain 
mechanism and quantify it, although some notable experiments have been advanced that have 
explored highly characterized stress generation scenarios [10], [11]. Simulations can be 
manipulated to make the effect of a specific mechanism distinguishable. For example, introducing 
deposition during coalescence can allow us to see the effect of atom insertion into the surface and 
into evolving grain boundaries. Adatom steering – where a deposited atom’s trajectory is altered 
due to non-uniformity in the surface morphology – can be directly observed.  Changing the 
surface orientation allows one to explore how lattice mismatch stress manifests for varying 
surface structure. Changing the material pairs or manipulating the interatomic potentials that 
describe material interactions allows one to study the influence of underlying thermodynamics in 
determining stress evolution mechanisms and magnitudes. Lastly, altering the temperature can 
provide a better understanding on the effect of mobility changes.   
The aim of this study is to achieve an understanding of atomic scale mechanisms of stress 
manifestation in metallic thin films with particular focus on the distribution of stress associated 
with specific mechanisms of stress generation via molecular dynamic (MD) method. Au film on 
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Ni substrate is modelled in LAMMPS [12], an open source MD simulation tool, to probe stress 
evolution during early film growth, coalescence and post-coalescence regimes of film growth. Au 
and Ni, both FCC metals, were selected since they display significant lattice mismatch. In this 
study, stress distribution evolution both spatially and temporally in metallic thin films during 
highly characterized stress evolution events associated with film growth is explored via MD 
simulations. Existing atomic interaction models for alloy systems will be used that are reasonably 
accurate in predicting relevant material properties for metals.  Additionally, these models are 
simple enough that we can simulate “large” system sizes for “long” times, (relative to atomic 
simulation length and time scales). 
 In a  relevant study, where they applied MD method, Luedtke et al. modeled deposition 
of Au onto Ni and vice-versa using the EAM interatomic potential (i.e. material interaction) 
model used here (discussed below).  They showed via MD simulations that different growth 
mode and morphology occurred based on whether Au or Ni was the growing film material [13].  
However, they did not explore stress evolution in their models. To simulate the island 
coalescence process, different island geometries, (i.e. 2D single layer islands, 3D hemi-spherical 
or rectangular islands, etc.) can be prepared and simulated during coalescence.  A number of prior 
studies have taken this path and revealed useful information about atomic mechanisms of stress 
evolution[14]–[17].  However, none of the prior work explored stress localization as is addressed 
here. Finally for the full film growth mode, deposition onto coalesced islands can be modeled and 
the stress evolution can be recorded and prior work exists exploring this regime with atomic 
models [18]–[20]. Again, though, no effort was made in prior simulations to describe spatial 
distributions of stress associated with specific stress evolution mechanisms such as coalescence. 
This presented study also aims to explore stress relaxation behaviors and to obtain dependence of 
stress on geometry in terms of magnitude as well as the spatial extent over which different 
mechanisms manifest stress. 
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After presenting the background information and theoretical explanations for the topics 
germane to this study in Chapter 2 and Chapter 3, I will review the relevant previous work in the 
literature in Chapter 4. Chapter 5 is dedicated to explanation of the simulation models used in this 
study and to the procedures followed throughout the simulations. Chapter 6 through Chapter 8 
include the three specific cases modeled in this study which are stress evolution during early 
stages of island formation, stress localization observed during coalescence stage of Au thin film 
formation on Ni (001) substrate and stress localization relaxation by subsequent deposition onto 
the coalesced Au film monolayer, respectively. The dissertation ends with the chapter including 
the conclusion and future works proposals. 
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Chapter 2 Background Information 
 
 
2.1 Surface Stress and Surface Energy  
 
Surface stress is one of the fundamental phenomena in surface morphology studies which 
has to be well understood since it’s associated with all solid surfaces and interfaces as a 
thermodynamic quantity [3], [21]. Surface stress is observed in fluid and solid systems as a result 
of difference in free energies of the bulk and the surface atoms. Additional stress occurs 
intrinsically during material deposition where distorted surface regions by adatom binding yield 
anisotropic stress generation. Stress can also be applied to the system externally by means of 
mechanical loading or pre-patterning the substrate surface by using the lithography methods or by 
applying an electric field to the piezoelectric particles embedded into the substrate. Resulting 
stress (surface and interstitial stress) change the system morphology by effecting the adatom 
binding locations and preferential adsorption sites. 
  
For the purpose of analyzing the phenomenon, theoretical work has been carried out for 
decades for defining the surface stress. Gibbs has formulated excess free energy per unit area and 
defined it as the   “reversible amount of work needed to create a unit area”. This is the surface 
energy required to form new surfaces, exposing new atoms[3]. There is another surface quantity, 
surface stress, which is defined as the “reversible work required stretching an existing surface per 
a unit area.” [22]. 
Surface stress is related but not equal to surface energy although they have the same units 
as N/m. Both surface stress and surface energy arises as a result of the difference in electron 
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density of the surface atoms than that of the bulk atoms. Surface atoms are in a lower density thus 
they will try to lower their energies by adopting an equilibrium spacing which is different than the 
bulk. Underlying bulk atoms will force the surface atoms to the epitaxial order with bulk lattice 
set up which will create the surface stress. It is the result of this competition between surface and 
bulk atoms which yields the curved shapes of the droplets [3], [22]. 
These two quantities are related such that stretching the surface increases total surface 
free energy which is given as G= γ.A. Thus we can define the surface stress tensor 𝑓𝑖𝑗 that relates 
the variation in G to the strain ɛij [22], [23]:                                 
    (γ. A)/(d𝜀𝑖𝑗  ) = A. 𝑓𝑖𝑗 (2-1) 
Surface stress is symmetric tensor of rank two and the relation between surface stress and surface 
energy can be also given as       
 
    𝑓𝑖𝑗 = 𝛿𝑖𝑗𝜎 + 𝑑𝜎/𝑑𝜀𝑖𝑗 (2-2) 
where the fij is the surface stress tensor, σ is the surface energy and εij is the surface strain. In this ,   
δij σ on the right is proportional to the change in surface area due to strain and dσ/dεij being the 
change in surface energy caused by strain [24]. 
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2.2 Thin Film Stress Measurement  
 
Different methods are utilized in measuring the stress in thin films on top of a substrate. 
One is classical cantilever beam bending method which is applicable for plates, beams or discs 
where substrate, with film on, is clamped on one side and bended. The radius of curvature or the 
displacement at the very end is measured via differential capacitance techniques [3], [25]. For 
more precise results and critical measurements diffraction methods are developed. These methods 
utilize laser beams where their diffractions are caught by optical sensors as in MOSS-Multiple 
beam Optical Stress Sensors [26], [27]. 
There are other methods where the stress is directly measured by X-Ray Diffraction 
technique or LEED - Low-energy electron Diffraction Methods. Crystal lattice strain is measured 
and using the film’s elastic properties stress value is derived [24]. 
Cantilever method is advantageous in terms of its continuous applicability during 
deposition process as well as after the deposition for recrystallization stage. For the thin films 
with thickness relatively much less than the substrate in all dimensions Stoney’s well known 
given below can relate the stress of the film to the curvature measured [3], [25], [26]. 
    κ =
6 < 𝜎 > ℎ𝑓
𝑀𝑠ℎ𝑠
2  (2-1) 
                            
In this  ℎ𝑓 is the film thickness, ℎ𝑠 is the substrate thickness and 𝑀𝑠 is the biaxial 
modulus where 𝑀𝑠= E/(1−ν),  E being the bulk modulus and ν is Poisson's ratio. The <σ>.hf 
product, also known as the “stress thickness” or “force per unit width”, is proportional to the 
curvature. “σ” is the average stress in the film but it is not uniformly distributed in polycrystalline 
films. Thus average stress is obtained by integration over the thickness of the film (see Eq. (2-3)).  
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If the time derivative of the Stoney’s  is derived considering the non-uniformity of the 
polycrystalline film two stress terms are obtained as seen below in Eq.(2-4) .  
 
    < 𝜎 >=
1
ℎ𝑓
∫ 𝜎(𝑧)𝑑𝑧
ℎ𝑓
0
 (2-3) 
 
 
    
𝑑𝜅
𝑑𝑡
~ < 𝜎 > ℎ𝑓
∂h𝑓
∂t
+ ∫
𝜕𝜎(𝑧, 𝑡)
𝜕𝑡
𝑑𝑧
ℎ𝑓
0
 (2-4)  
 
 First term on the right hand side is the “incremental stress” which is the stress added of 
amount <σ>hf  to the upmost layer at a rate dhf/dt . The second term is the contribution of the 
timely change of average stress to the change in curvature. This term shows that the curvature is 
not only effected by the deposition of new atoms, but also the stress relaxations taking place 
within  the film can also change the curvature [26]. 
The sensitivity of the cantilever beam measurements is closely related to the surface 
roughness where it decreases as roughness increases [28]. 
 
2.3 Thin Film Growth Methods 
      
 Thin films can be manufactured using different methods which can be classified into two 
main groups as Physical vapor deposition and Chemical deposition techniques. Methods are 
named after the processes applied for the activation of the film source material. 
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 Main physical vapor deposition methods can be classified as Thermal evaporation, E-
beam evaporation and Sputtering.  Atoms are evaporated from the source by physical means like 
heating, high energy electron or inert-gas ions bombarding depending on the nature of the source 
material and transferred to the targeted surface thorough air. Thermal evaporation method is done 
by heating the source material up to its evaporation temperatures and is applicable for almost all 
metals excluding refractory metals like Chromium (Cr) and Tungsten (W) which have very high 
melting points where heating is not feasible for evaporation [1].  E-beam evaporation method 
used for the refractory metals sends high energy electrons to the target film material instead of 
heating it. This method has the disadvantage that the some portion of the energized electrons can 
hit the substrate film pair and damage the film structure. Sputtering is another physical method 
which eliminates the necessity of high heat energy in thermal evaporation. Inert-gas ion beams 
are sputtered onto the source after being energized and the evaporated atoms are deposited onto 
the substrate [1], [27], [29]. 
  Chemical deposition methods includes chemical reactions taking place between activated 
substrate and source material at the certain conditions yielding film material as a product on top 
of the substrate. Depending on the environment this can be applied in two ways as one being 
chemical vapor evaporation where substrate is exposed to vaporized source material for reaction, 
and the other chemical solution deposition where reaction takes place in liquid (electroplating). 
 Methods are different regarding the amount of energy to be provided, uniformity of the 
produced film (where chemical methods perform better), impurities involved, grain sizes and 
allowed deposition rates. All these cases mentioned above have been studied separately as the 
factors acting on the intrinsic stress generation on thin films [24], [30], [31]. Deposition methods 
have also been compared in terms of their effects on stress evolution [1]. 
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2.4 Thin Film Growth Modes 
 
 During deposition, nucleation initially starts at substrate defective regions since they are 
energetically more favorable [3]. Later on depending on the competition between the surface and 
interface free energies in the film-substrate system growing mode is determined (see Figure 2-1). 
There are many factors which contribute to the resulting film morphology and stress behavior 
during and after the deposition process. (i.e. Temperature [3], [32], [33], pressure [34], [35], 
deposition rate [31], [35], surface orientation [36], surface defects [37]–[40], surface chemistry 
[41], growth method applied [1], material pairs [1], [31], [32] etc.) Leaving the detailed 
discussion for those factors for subsequent sections, the major growth modes will be covered 
here. 
 
 
Figure 2-1 Schematic representation of the Volmer-Weber (VW), Franc-van Der Merwe (FM) and 
Stranski-Krastanow (SK) growth modes are shown. 
 
2.4.1 Volmer–Weber (VW) Modes 
 
 This type of growth is also known as Non-Wetting Growth where due to the low film 
substrate interactions initial nucleation is starts in the form of distinct 3D islands. Small islands 
join together forming bigger islands to attain an equilibrium condition but as deposition continues 
a critical size is achieved where islands start to coalesce. At this coalescence (networking) stage 
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first grain boundaries form and islands grow together.  Then channel stage takes part where all 
the deposited material is used to fill the gaps in the open channels, no significant increase in the 
film thickness is observed. Finally the continuous film stage is reached where film thickness 
increases linearly keeping the grain size average constant. Stress behaviors have been observed to 
be different during all these stages and after the deposition ends. In general Compressive, Tensile 
and Compressive stresses (CTC) have been recorded in nucleation, coalescence and continuous 
film stages, respectively. This is the characteristic stress evolution regime for most of the VW 
type growth of high mobility films (FCC metals like Ni, Ag, Au, Al etc.) above certain 
temperatures [1], [27], [42] as discussed in the Introduction Chapter above (see Figure 1-3).  For 
film materials of low mobility, tensile stress cannot be relaxed and film tensile stress increases as 
deposition continues and does not relax when deposition ends [43]. Residual stress can vary 
depending on the relaxation mechanisms dominating the system [1], [3], [26], [29], [42], [44]. 
Thin films displaying VW type of growth are observed to have different microstructures. 
Depending on the substrate temperature three distinct microstructures were obtained. At low 
temperatures columnar growth, at medium temperatures polycrystalline and at relatively higher 
temperatures epitaxial VW growth is observed [1], [6], [32]. 
 No stress is built up in epitaxial growth of VW type films due to the low film-substrate 
interaction forces in nucleation and island growth stage. The stress is compressive at coalescence 
stage opposite to the polycrystalline VW films [32](See Figure 2-2 below).  
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Figure 2-2   Epitaxial VW type of films; Ag/mica (001) and Cu/mica (001) deposited at 570 K and 715 K, 
respectively. 
 
 
2.4.2 Franc-van Der Merwe (FM) Modes 
 
When adhesion free energy is equal to the surface free energy then the thickness vanishes 
and 2D films starts forming, wetting the surface completely. They pass through the same stages 
as VW mode in 2D (i.e. nucleation, coalescence, continuous film formation). Second layer does 
not form before the first layer is completed [1], [3]. This form is, thus, known as Layer-by-Layer 
Growth mode. In a molecular simulation study, FM type of growth was achieved and it was seen 
that compressive stress was generated till the first monolayer was created, and then stress curve 
changed to tensile when deposition goes for the second layer, which indicated the thickness 
dependence of the stress generation [45]. 
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Figure 2-3  a) Ag has high mobility at elevated T showing CTC behavior typical to VW growth, and has 
low mobility at lower T where only tensile growth is seen. b) a-GE displaying high compression at the post 
coalescence regime [42]. 
  
2.4.3 Stranski-Krastanow (SK) Modes 
 
     In this type of growth, surface free energy of the film material cancels out with the 
adhesion energy during the first steps of the deposition, which results in continuous layer 
deposition as in FM mode. The initial layers deposited may have mismatches with substrate or 
there may be some alloying interaction occurred in the substrate interface which affects the 
surface free energy of the film significantly. These changes in the surface energy in the deposited 
film layer makes it act like a different substrate surface for the deposited film material thus 
yielding  new nuclei to form like in VW mode [21]. In SK type of growth stress relaxation is 
achieved by formation of 3D islands or misfit dislocations between islands. SK type also has its 
three growth stages starting with formation of wetting layer, then nucleation, growing islands and 
coalescence of the islands [32].  
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Chapter 3 Theory and Computational Methods 
 
 
System properties expressed at macroscopic levels are the values obtained by averaging 
the sum of the respective quantities from each individual atom or molecule included in that 
particular system. Statistical mechanics enables us to exploit the microscopic data of the particles 
(i.e. position, velocity, etc.) generated by computer simulations to derive observable quantities 
(i.e. pressure, energy, heat capacity, etc.) for the macroscopic system. 
  In this section basics of the statistical mechanics theory will be presented and an 
overview of the molecular dynamics method (MD) will be discussed focusing on topics most 
relevant to the work done during this doctoral study. 
 
3.1 Theory of Statistical Mechanics 
 
 Statistical mechanics is the bridge connecting the microscopic information like atomic 
position and velocities to the macroscopic thermodynamic or kinetic properties of the system. 
Along with the advance in computational capabilities, it has been possible to solve equations of 
motion for higher number of particles in a simulation and finding out more accurate results for 
those mathematical expressions which lead to realistic predictions for the macroscopic properties. 
 Thermodynamic state of a system can be expressed in terms of some of the parameters 
like number of particles (N), temperature (T), and pressure (P) so that other properties can be 
derived from them via equations of state and fundamental thermodynamic equations. A 
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multidimensional space can be represented by position (p) and the momenta (q) of the particles as 
its coordinates. This space, which is called “phase space”, would have 6N dimensions for a 
system of N atoms. For a particular point in phase space (any instantaneous property A can be 
given as a function of i.e.As time evolves will also change and the macroscopic 
value for A will be the time average of A() taken over a long time. 
 𝐴𝑜𝑏𝑠 =< 𝐴 >𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 =< 𝐴((𝑡) ) >𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 =  lim
𝑡𝑜𝑏𝑠→∞
1
𝑡𝑜𝑏𝑠  
∫ 𝐴((𝑡))𝑑𝑡
𝑡𝑜𝑏𝑠
0
 
 
(3-1) 
 
 Knowing the Newton’s equations of motion one can solve those differential equations in 
a computer but it is not possible to extend the integration to an infinite time limit. Instead MD 
proposes averaging the property in finite number of time steps () towards the finite time tobs. 
Time averaging equation above in Eq. (3-1) can then be written as follows:  
 𝐴𝑜𝑏𝑠 =< 𝐴 >𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 =
1
𝑜𝑏𝑠 
 ∑ 𝐴((𝑡))
𝑜𝑏𝑠
=1
    
 
(3-2) 
 
 This is the MD time average for the property A, but the experimental averages of the 
observable averages are the ensemble averages. In statistical mechanics MD calculation of time 
averages for the thermodynamic properties is substituted by ensemble averaging by Gibbs. An 
ensemble is a collection of all possible microsystems which possess the same thermodynamic 
state (temperature, pressure, chemical potential, etc.) with its macroscopic system but different 
microscopic properties like position and momenta of the particles (See Figure 3-1). According to 
the ergodic theory (which says all microstates attain equal probability to occur over a long time), 
ensemble average is equal to the MD time average of the system. This approach helps to avoid 
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dealing with the complexity due to the large number of particles in the system contributing to the 
property 𝐴((𝑡)). 
 
 
Figure 3-1 A phase space on the left, and microscopic systems contained in the macroscopic system which 
also represent the statistical ensembles are shown.[46] 
  
 Distribution of points in the ensemble are governed by probability density function ( ), 
which varies according to the statistical ensemble chosen. Therefore, ensemble average of the 
property A can be expressed as a function of ( ) as follows: 
 𝐴𝑜𝑏𝑠 =< 𝐴 >𝑒𝑛𝑠 = ∑𝐴( )
  
𝑒𝑛𝑠 (  )    
 
(3-3) 
 
In this equation, ens (  ) can be given in a more convenient form as:  
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 𝑒𝑛𝑠 (  )   = 
−1
𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑤𝑒𝑛𝑠( ) (3-4) 
  
 𝑒𝑛𝑠 = ∑𝑤𝑒𝑛𝑠( )

 (3-5) 
 
where  𝑤𝑒𝑛𝑠 is the weight function and   𝑒𝑛𝑠 is the partition function (sum of all states) which is 
a function of the thermodynamic properties of the specific ensemble. (Discussed in detail at the 
end of this section) Substituting these equations into Eq. (3.3) we obtain the ensemble average 
equation as: 
 
 𝐴𝑜𝑏𝑠 =< 𝐴 >𝑒𝑛𝑠 = ∑𝐴( )
  
∗ 𝑤𝑒𝑛𝑠( )/ ∑𝑤𝑒𝑛𝑠( )

      (3-6) 
 
 As proposed by the ergodicity hypothesis, Aobs computed by time averaging in the long 
time limit in Eq.(3-2) gives the ensemble average computed above in Eq. (3-6).  
 < 𝐴 >𝑒𝑛𝑠 =  
1
𝑜𝑏𝑠 
 ∑ 𝐴((𝑡))
𝑜𝑏𝑠
=1
     (3-7) 
 
 This relation in Eq. (3-7) between statistical mechanics and the MD computations 
basically depends on the assumption that for an indefinite time, the system of ensembles will 
eventually pass all possible states, and therefore MD tool should generate enough representative 
configurations to verify the equality mentioned above. 
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 There are different statistical ensembles which vary depending on the fixed macroscopic 
parameters by which the thermodynamic state of the system is characterized. Most common 
ensembles are: 
 NVE-Micro-canonical ensemble: Number of atoms (N), volume (V), and energy (E) are 
fixed. This corresponds to an isolated system where there is no exchange of energy or 
particle with the environment. 
 NVT-Canonical Ensemble: Number of atoms (N), volume (V), and temperature (T) are 
fixed. 
 NPT-Isobaric-Isothermal Ensemble: Number of atoms (N), pressure (P), and temperature 
(T) are fixed. 
 VT- Grand canonical Ensemble: Chemical potential (), volume (V), and temperature 
(T) are fixed. 
 Thermodynamic quantities which are not fixed in the ensemble are computed via 
ensemble averaging for particular state points using the appropriate probability density and 
relevant partition functions. 
 For example, in the micro-canonical ensemble (NVE), probability density corresponds to 
a phase space of constant energy (E), and it is proportional to: 
 𝑁𝑉𝐸  (  )   =  (𝐻( ) − 𝐸)     (3-8) 
   
where 𝐻( ) is the Hamiltonian for the total energy as a function of the set of state points with six 
coordinates (3 for positions and 3 for momenta). Delta function selects only the states which 
satisfy the desired energy level. The partition function for the NVE ensemble is: 
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 𝑁𝑉𝐸 = ∑  (𝐻( ) − 𝐸)  

 (3-9) 
   
 For a quasi-classical expression, for an atomic system, the partition function for the NVE 
ensemble can be written: 
 𝑁𝑉𝐸 =
1
𝑁!
1
ℎ3𝑁
∫𝑑𝒓 𝑑𝒑  (𝐻(𝑟, 𝑝 ) − 𝐸)  (3-10) 
   
where the integration is over 6N phase space, and the Plank constant ℎ is for the zero entropy for 
the ideal gas. 
 And lastly, the thermodynamic potential function is given as negative of entropy: 
 −
𝑆
𝑘𝐵
= − ln𝑁𝑉𝐸 (3-11) 
   
 Similarly, for the canonical ensemble NVT, where the temperature is the thermodynamic 
property kept fixed, the probability density corresponds to the Boltzmann function: 
 𝑁𝑉𝑇 (  )   = exp(−𝐻( ) /𝑘𝐵𝑇  )  (3-12) 
together with the partition function (Eq.(3-14) is for a quasi-classic atomic system) 
 
 
𝑁𝑉𝑇 = ∑exp(−𝐻( ) /𝑘𝐵𝑇  )

    (3-13) 
 
 
 
𝑁𝑉𝑇 =
1
𝑁!
1
ℎ3𝑁
∫𝑑𝒓 𝑑𝒑 𝑒𝑥𝑝(−𝐻(𝑟, 𝑝 )/𝑘𝐵𝑇)  (3-14) 
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and the thermodynamic function where A is the Helmholtz free energy 
 𝐴/𝑘𝐵𝑇 = − ln𝑁𝑉𝑇 (3-15) 
 
 Computer calculates a set of trajectories in the phase space of 6N dimensions, depending 
on the set of configurations dictated by the statistical ensemble chosen for the specific simulation.  
 Partition function , which is defined particularly for each ensemble is a function of 
temperature T and the microscopic energies which are also determined by  other thermodynamic 
properties like number of particles, system volume etc. It is highly significant in statistical 
mechanics studies since it allows reaching macroscopic properties via microscopic variables in 
combination with the fixed ensemble properties. In order to demonstrate how it works, take the 
canonical case (NVT) where temperature is constant.  
 Using the partition function given in Eq.   (3-13) we can calculate the ensemble average 
for the system energy Hamiltonian H, (known as the internal energy U in thermodynamics) via 
Eq.(3-3) as follows: 
 < 𝐻 >𝑒𝑛𝑠 =< 𝑈 >𝑒𝑛𝑠 = ∑𝐻( )
  
 (  )  =
1

 ∑𝐻( ) exp(−𝐻( ) /𝑘𝐵𝑇  )
  
 (3-16) 
 
 For convenience, we can substitute  for 1/𝑘𝐵𝑇 exponent and denote function names in 
letters only. Then Eq. (3-16) can be in the form: (with substitution of the partition function  
from Eq.   (3-13)); 
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 𝑈 =
1

 ∑𝐻 exp(−𝐻 )
  
 (3-17) 
 
U can also be derived directly from the derivative of the partition function   with respect to  as: 
 𝑈 = −
1

 
𝜕
𝜕 
= −
𝜕 log
𝜕
 (3-18) 
 Using this result we can derive other thermodynamic quantities, like specific heat, C 
which is temperature derivative of the energy U: 
 𝐶 =
𝜕𝑈
𝜕T  
=
𝜕𝑈
𝜕
𝜕
𝜕T
=
𝜕𝑈
𝜕
−1
𝑘𝑇2
= 𝑘2
𝜕2 log
𝜕2
 (3-19) 
 
In thermodynamics specific heat C is also defined to be related to the entropy S, such that: 
 𝐶 = 𝑇
𝜕𝑆
𝜕T 
= 𝑇
𝜕
𝜕T
𝜕𝑆
𝜕
= −
𝜕𝑆
𝜕
 (3-20) 
 
This yields the integral below when equations (3-19) and (3-20) are solved together for C: 
 𝑆 = ∫𝑘
𝜕2 log
𝜕2
𝜕 (3-21) 
which gives the entropy S as: 
 𝑆 = −𝑘
𝜕 log
𝜕
+ 𝑘 𝑙𝑜𝑔 (3-22) 
 
 And finally, we can also write Helmholtz free energy F, by substituting the computed 
energy U the entropy S together with the temperature T into the free energy expression: 
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𝐹 = 𝑈 − 𝑇𝑆 = −𝑘𝑇 𝑙𝑜𝑔     (3-23) 
 It has been shown how statistical ensemble averages are calculated and how that atomic 
level information could be linked to macroscopic properties. In the following section MD method 
will be discussed as the computational application of statistical mechanics theory.[47] 
 
3.2 Molecular Dynamic Method 
 
 Molecular dynamic (MD) is a computational method, which calculates positions, 
velocities and molecular orientations for a system of N particles by solving fundamental 
equations of motion using numerical integration and extracts ensemble averages for the 
macroscopic properties of the system via statistical mechanics techniques. It can be said that it is 
a computational experiment which can be used to test real experiments or to verify theoretical 
outcomes of equations hard to solve analytically. 
 From computational point of view of length and time scale limitations, atomistic 
modeling (Molecular Dynamics or Monte-Carlo) lies between quantum models for sub atomic 
particles and the continuum models which models realistic systems. Regions for time and length 
scale of the computational models are illustrated in Figure 3-2 below, where mesoscale methods 
are also shown which utilize both atomistic and continuum scale tools to some extent. MD, which 
is the computational method adapted in this study can access length scales of tens of nanometer 
for the structural feature sizes or spatial correlation distances. In a MD simulation minimum time 
step for the numerical integrations is defined by the fastest motion in the system which 
corresponds to a value around 1 femtosecond (10
-15
second). Time step size also dictates the 
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maximum allowable time length depending on the computational resources available where it can 
go up to 100ns ( 10
8
 time steps) (see Figure 3-2). 
 
Figure 3-2 Schematic for the accessible length and time scales for different computational methods. 
 
 Researchers from different disciplines have been using MD method for wide range of 
applications. Some of the application can be named such that in chemistry and biochemistry MD 
is used for modelling biomolecular structures, membrane diffusion and protein folding, etc.; in 
statistical mechanics studies on theory of liquids or computing ensemble averages are carried out 
with MD calculations and in materials science MD simulations are performed to elucidate  
microscopic mechanisms of fracture, different types of crystal defect and their interactions, 
surface reconstruction and film growth etc. 
 In order to start computing iterative particle positions and velocities, MD requires initial 
conditions (position 𝑟𝑜⃗⃗⃗   and velocity 𝑣𝑜⃗⃗⃗⃗  ) as an input together with the interaction model which 
govern the interactions between the particles.MD process steps can be summarized as : (Also see 
Figure 3-3) 
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1. Using current position and velocity and acceleration information calculate the successive 
respective values at the next time step 
2. Evaluate force and accelerations using updated position data 
3. Calculate any other variable of interest (energy, virial stress, temperature, etc.) 
4. Continue iterations till required time limit (number of steps) is reached.  
 
Figure 3-3 Basic steps in MD process 
 
3.2.1 Numerical Solution of motion  
 
 Molecular dynamics simulations solve equations of motion based on well-known 
Newton’s second law which relates force on a particle to the mass and the acceleration of the 
particle, such that: 
    𝐹𝑖 = 𝑚𝑖𝑎𝑖 (3-24) 
   
 MD simulation calculates the force on each particle starting with the initial inputs for 
positions and velocities and updates the atomic configurations after every time step. This is a 
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deterministic method, since it can find out the system properties out of the trajectory computed 
out of the positions and velocity data of the particles.  
 Let’s look at how MD determines the initial state variables and how it relates the 
solutions of equations of motion to system properties. First of all, initial positions can be obtained 
from experimental data such as the x-ray crystal structures of the materials being simulated. 
Initial velocities are chosen randomly from a Maxwell-Boltzmann or Gaussian distribution at a 
given temperature and are adjusted to zero momentum in overall for equilibrium as given in the 
equation below: 
    𝑃 = ∑𝑚𝑖𝑣𝑖 = 0
𝑁
𝑖
 (3-25) 
where P is the total momentum computed as the sum over N particles with 𝑚𝑖 being the mass of 
the particle i and 𝑣𝑖 being the velocity of that particle. Going back to the basic equation of 
motion, what we have is: 
    𝐹𝑖 = 𝑚𝑖𝑎𝑖 = 𝑚𝑖
𝑑2𝑟𝑖
𝑑𝑡2
      
  
(3-26) 
        𝑎 =
𝑑𝑣
𝑑𝑡
  yields  𝑣 = 𝑎𝑡 + 𝑣0       (3-27) 
     𝑣 =
𝑑𝑥
𝑑𝑡
 yields  𝑥 = 𝑣𝑡 + 𝑥0      (3-28) 
 
Eq.   (3-27) and Eq.      (3-28) yield the position as: 
     𝑥 = 𝑥0 + 𝑣0. 𝑡 +
1
2
𝑎𝑡2       (3-29) 
 Initial positon and velocities are provided as explained above and the last parameter is 
acceleration required to solve Eq.      (3-29).It can be easily derived knowing that force is also 
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related to the system energy since the work done by the internal forces on the system reduces the 
potential energy since the system flows towards equilibrium. This relation is also the bridge 
which connects the position and velocity information to system properties, such that: 
    𝐹𝑖 = −∇𝑖𝑉    (3-30) 
where V is the energy. Substituting Eq.   (3-26)  we have  
    −
𝑑𝑉
𝑑𝑟𝑖
=  𝑚𝑖𝑎𝑖   (3-31) 
which also yields the expression for the acceleration: 
    𝑎𝑖 = −
1
𝑚𝑖
𝑑𝑉
𝑑𝑟𝑖
 (3-32) 
 
3.2.2 Integration Algorithm 
 
 In the execution step of the MD cycles, equations of motion provided above with the 
initial configurational inputs (position, velocity) and the potential interactions can be solved 
numerically for the successive particle positions and velocities and system potential energies can 
be generated accordingly. Since potential energy is a function of all of the atomic position in the 
system, it requires numerical integration to solve the equations of motion for the atoms rather 
than analytically solving them which is impossible. For a successful numerical integration 
algorithm certain computational and theoretical constraints should be considered such that the 
code should be fast and simple and allow using a long time step. It should also be able to 
duplicate the classical trajectory as close as possible. Theoretically it should satisfy the 
conservation of energy laws as well as the momentum.  
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3.2.2.1 Verlet Algorithm: 
 
 There are several integration algorithms available Verlet Algorithm being the most 
widely used and yet the simplest one. In Verlet Algorithm, like all other algorithms, position, 
velocity and acceleration are represented in form of a Taylor series expansion such that: 
    𝑟(𝑡 + ∆𝑡) = 𝑟(𝑡) + 𝑣(𝑡)𝛿𝑡 +
1
2
𝑎(𝑡)𝛿𝑡2 +
1
6
𝑏(𝑡)𝛿𝑡3 …. (3-33) 
 𝑣(𝑡 + ∆𝑡) = 𝑣(𝑡) + 𝑎(𝑡)𝛿𝑡 +
1
2
𝑏(𝑡)𝛿𝑡2 +
1
6
𝑐(𝑡)𝛿𝑡3 … (3-34) 
 
𝑎(𝑡 + ∆𝑡) = 𝑎(𝑡) + 𝑏(𝑡)𝛿𝑡 +
1
2
𝑐(𝑡)𝛿𝑡2 +
1
6
𝑑(𝑡)𝛿𝑡3 … 
  (3-35) 
 
 Using finite differencing numerical methods one can reproduce the following: 
    𝑟(𝑡 + ∆𝑡) = 𝑟(𝑡) + 𝑣(𝑡)𝛿𝑡 +
1
2
𝑎(𝑡)𝛿𝑡2 +
1
6
𝑏(𝑡)𝛿𝑡3 …. (3-36) 
 𝑟(𝑡 − ∆𝑡) = 𝑟(𝑡) − 𝑣(𝑡)𝛿𝑡 +
1
2
𝑎(𝑡)𝛿𝑡2 −
1
6
𝑏(𝑡)𝛿𝑡3 …. (3-37) 
The two equations above yield the position expression for the next time step 𝑟(𝑡 + ∆𝑡) 
when summed, where velocity term is eliminated as: 
    𝑟(𝑡 + ∆𝑡) = 2𝑟(𝑡) − 𝑟(𝑡 − ∆𝑡) + 𝑎(𝑡)𝛿𝑡
2 +
1
6
𝑒(𝑡)𝛿𝑡4 …. (3-38) 
where the position at the next time step is given in the form of the current position and the 
acceleration with the error degree of 𝛿𝑡4. Subtracting Eq. (3-37) from Eq. (3-36) gives the 
velocity which is used for kinetic energy evaluations:                            
    𝑣(𝑡) =
𝑟(𝑡 + ∆𝑡) − 𝑟(𝑡 + ∆𝑡)
2𝛿𝑡
  (3-39) 
 In Verlet algorithm derived above, position is defined using the position and the 
acceleration of the current time and the position of the previous time step (see Eq. (3-38)) without 
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any use of velocity data. This algorithm is the modest in terms of computing storage space 
required and is straightforward. The weakness of the method arises at its accuracy which is 
moderate. 
3.2.2.2 Velocity Verlet Algorithm: 
 
This is an improved form of the Verlet algorithm where it stores the current position, velocity and 
acceleration and minimizes the round-off error. 
    𝑟(𝑡 + ∆𝑡) = 𝑟(𝑡) + 𝑣(𝑡)𝛿𝑡 +
1
2
𝑎(𝑡)𝛿𝑡2 (3-40) 
 𝑣(𝑡 + ∆𝑡) = 𝑣(𝑡) +
1
2
𝛿𝑡[𝑎(𝑡) + 𝑎(𝑡 + ∆𝑡)] (3-41) 
 There are other integration algorithms (e.g. Beeman’s, Leep-Frog, etc.] derived in a 
similar manner as described above which improve the precision at higher computational costs. 
3.2.3 Interaction Models 
 
 Macroscopic state of a system can be defined in terms of the positions and the momenta 
of the particles that form the system. Total energy of a particular system with N particles can be 
represented by the Hamiltonian function, H, via summation of their potential and the kinetic 
energies, which are functions of coordinates and the momenta of the particles, respectively. 
    𝐻 (𝒒, 𝒑)  =  𝑉 (𝒒) + 𝐾 (𝒑) (3-42) 
 In the equation above q is the generalized coordinates for the position ri of each 
individual atom or center of mass for molecules which are treated as single rigid particles and p is 
the set conjugate of momenta.  
 Kinetic energy term K, includes (x, y, z) components of the particle momentum .On the 
side, potential energy term V , contains interatomic or intermolecular information from which an  
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of motion can be obtained which dictates temporal evolution of the mechanical properties in the 
system. 
 For a basic system of N particles potential energy can be defined as sum of the individual 
contribution due to outer effects (first term in Eq.(3-43)) on each atom and contribution from 
pairwise interactions between neighboring atoms in terms of pairs, triplets, etc.  
 In the potential energy above, the second term is the pair summation and mostly reflects 
the system status, differing only around 10% from the computations including higher order 
interaction terms but saving in the computational time. In order to compensate this loss from the 
triple and higher order sets, an effective pair potential, 𝑣e f f is derived by fitting the pair potential 
results to the large experimental data used to generate the potential tables. These pair summations 
are computed in the nested loops, without counting the pairs twice. Assuming no external effects 
on the atoms, (which is the case for most studies) the first term vanishes and the second pair 
potential term, 𝑣2(𝒓𝒊, 𝒓𝒋), remains as the major contributor to the potential energy of the system.  
It is a function of the pair separation and pair potentials which are obtained from the experimental 
data in conjunction with the long-range theoretical calculations. 
 In MD simulations, like in all other computer simulations, the particle interaction models 
need to be well defined since they are the major criteria in computing the overall system 
properties. Interactions can be classified into two groups as intermolecular or interatomic 
interactions and intramolecular interactions. These interaction models define system energy 
depending on the interaction modes in the system which can be computed numerically in a 
reasonable time length. For discrete particles one can consider interaction modes like pair, 
coulomb or chemical interactions which contribute to the total energy. On the other side 
 
 
V = ∑𝑣1(𝒓𝒊) +
𝑖
     ∑∑𝑣2(𝒓𝒊, 𝒓𝒋)
𝑗>𝑖𝑖
+ ∑∑ ∑ 𝑣3(𝒓𝒊, 𝒓𝒋, 𝒓𝒌)
𝑘>𝑗>𝑖𝑗>𝑖
 
𝑖
 + ⋯ (3-43) 
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molecules of two or more atoms can also affect the system energy due to the bond size and angle 
fluctuations. 
 In this study, systems considered contain atoms which chemically do not interact, and are 
single atom particles without any bond size or angle effects; therefore pair potential models which 
best describes such systems are discussed below. 
3.2.3.1 Lennard-jones potentials 
 
Lennard-jones potentials, which are extensively employed to compute the potentials for 
fluids and gases, describe the intermolecular potential energy at different separation distances of 
the particles due to the attraction and repulsion taking place between them (see Figure 3-4). 
Lennard-Jones potentials are given by the following: 
 Vlj = 4ϵ [(
σ
r
)
12
− (
σ
r
)
6
] (3-44)        
In this equation, 𝝐 is the well depth and shows the strength of the attraction between 
particles, 𝝈 is the distance where the interaction potential becomes zero, (it also shows the limit 
how close two particles get to each other) and r is the distance between two particles. The first 
term in brackets gives the repulsive potentials and the other generates the attractive interaction 
energy contribution. 
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Figure 3-4 Schematic representation of a Lennard-Jones Potential 
 
  As seen in Figure 3-4 as particles get closer from infinity of no interaction, (zero 
potential) attraction increases and reaches to a maximum (-𝝐 ) due to cohesive interactions which 
is the minimum at the well. Repulsion dominates the interaction potentials and a speed increase is 
observed in potential energy (positive potentials indicate repulsive interactions) for further 
reduction in the distance as a result of the non-bonded electron overlapping. 
There are two main stages to build a well performing pair potential. First step is making a 
reasonable guess using the available energy and length parameters from relevant simulation 
studies done for the identical atom pairs. Next, 𝝐 and 𝝈  values are adjusted accordingly such that 
they yield the closest fit with the experimental data. 
 
3.2.3.2 Embedded Atom Method (EAM) Potentials 
 
 Embedded atom method (EAM) is a pair potential which is, so far, the most appropriate 
potential used to calculate the total energy of metallic systems of pure metals or their alloys. It is 
also widely used for systems of large unit cells. EAM is especially powerful in producing more 
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realistic results at comparable simulation times for metallic cohesion problems, point defects 
simulations, epitaxial growth processes, grain boundary energy calculations, film growth 
processes, melting and alloying problems. (Ref. in [48].)  
 It was first developed by Daw and Baskes, where they defined the energy for each atom 
as the energy required for embedding that particular atom into its specific position in the system. 
The important point here is that energy required varies depending on the local electron density 
provided by the other atoms in the system [49]. Local electron density in metals can be obtained 
easily by superposition of the contributions from individual atoms in the neighborhood added to 
the density of the atom itself. As an addition to the embedding energy Daw et al. have also 
included the energy contribution from the electrostatic interaction of pairs while formulating the 
total system energy given below.   
    𝐸𝑡𝑜𝑡 = ∑𝐹𝑖(𝜌ℎ,𝑖 ) +  
1
2
𝑖
 ∑∑∅𝑖,𝑗 (𝑅𝑖,𝑗
𝑗≠𝑖
)
𝑖
 (3-45) 
 This is the EAM functional for the total system energy which has the embedding 
energy 𝐹𝑖, the first summation term on the right above, as a function of the local electron 
density 𝜌ℎ,𝑖 which is the sum of all electron density contribution from surrounding atoms. The 
second summation is the energy due to the pair repulsive forces between each atom pair where 
∅𝑖,𝑗 is the repulsive force between cores of atom i and atom j, at a distance 𝑅𝑖,𝑗 from each other.  
 There are three parameters which must be in hand to be able to use Eq. (3-45) for energy 
calculations. They are embedding function 𝐹𝑖 , electron density  𝜌ℎ,𝑖 and lastly the pair repulsion 
function ∅𝑖,𝑗. Foiles et al. determined a consistent set of embedding functions and pair functions 
in their work [49]. They obtained the functions for the FCC metals Cu, Ag, Ni, Pd, and Pt and 
their alloys empirically by fitting to the known bulk properties, particularly to sublimation 
energy, lattice constant, elastic constants, vacancy formation energy and the internal energy for 
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the FCC metals. For the embedding energy, it was considered to have zero energy at zero density 
and negative slope and positive curvature for the background electron densities of metals, during 
the fitting process (See Figure 3-5 left). The pair interaction term is purely repulsive and for alloys 
it was approximated as the geometric mean of the pure metals’ pair interaction forces (see Figure 
3-5 right). Lastly for the electron densities they used the Hartree-Fock calculations in their work.  
 As they have mentioned in their work, this method is also an approximation which was 
adjusted to yield the best result but at computationally reasonable and experimentally feasible 
way. Results can be improved towards accuracy by having more experimental data available for 
the fitting and including more system parameters which were omitted for simplicity. However, 
the validity of the functions has been tested for various bulk and surface properties and generally 
a good agreement has been observed.  
 
Figure 3-5 For metals Cu, Ag, Au, Ni, Pd and Pt; (left) the embedding function F ( ) in eV is given as a 
function of electron density and (right) the effective charge Z(R) in units of electron charge which is used 
in calculation of the pair repulsive force is given [49] 
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3.3 Computational Issues  
 
 Computation time and the storage space required for simulations is the main concern for 
a feasible MD simulation. In a pair interaction involved MD simulation of N many particles, the 
computing speed is proportional to N
2
. Therefore it is important to have a well-defined system 
size which is enough to represent the macroscopic system properties. Due to the computing 
resource limitation smaller systems are preferred. Surface atoms will not be behaving as they 
would in the bulk, which is a major concern for small models where atoms at the boundaries 
(outer surfaces) count almost half of the atoms in the system. So the computations will not yield 
pure bulk interaction scheme. This was overcome by introducing periodic boundaries to the 
system so that the model is identically replicated in all three dimensions.  
 In periodic boundary condition, a particle leaving the simulation box boundary at one 
direction enters the adjacent box from the opposite direction. All this in and out operations can be 
simulated in a single simulation box of periodic boundaries (see Figure 3-6) 
 
Figure 3-6 A schematic showing Periodic boundary motion and cut off radius. [47] 
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 A 2D representation for the periodic boundaries is given in Figure 3-6 above, where the 
square box in the middle is the simulation region which is surrounded in all directions with 
identical boxes. Particle 1, moves into the upper box C leaving the simulation box where the 
corresponding particle in box G simultaneously enters the simulation box at the bottom. Thus, 
simulating the entire periodic system become equivalent to simulating the central box where only 
particles in that box are taken into account for computations. For instance, in the case of leaving 
the boundary in positive Y direction as shown above for particle 1, box size in the same direction 
is subtracted from the y coordinate of particle 1 and the coordinates for the particle at the bottom 
is obtained ( same is done for the x and z coordinates) . This approach saves a significant amount 
of computation time and space while providing better bulk property results. 
 Another constraint in computer simulations is the number of particles in the simulation 
box. Although the periodic boundary approach saves time and space, the pair calculation for N 
number of atoms in the simulation box can be challenging. Similar to the truncation done in the 
potential energy calculation for the triple and higher interactions in Eq. (3-43), knowing that the 
largest contribution to the pair interactions are due to the atoms, a spherical cutoff (see Figure 
3-7) region is defined for the particles interacting where only the particles in the cutoff limit are 
counted for pair calculations, assuming 𝑉=0 at R>Rcutoff. This truncation will result in loss in the 
accuracy of the calculation due to the omitted pair contributions. The cut off distance Rcutoff 
should not be greater than half of the simulation box length L. For the sample configuration given 
in Figure 3-7 below, particle 1 will interact with particle 2 in the same  simulation box, and the 
particle which is the particle corresponding particle 4 in the duplicated box on left of the 
simulation box. 
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Figure 3-7 Spherical cutoff applied for the simulation box of size L with periodic boundary conditions. 
 
 There are numerous molecular dynamics simulation tools available most of which are 
free open source codes while some are commercial. There are codes specific to certain 
applications like Abalone and CHARMM which are developed for biomolecular simulations 
while CHEMKIN is for chemical reaction kinetics studies. In this study Large-scale 
Atomic/Molecular Massively Parallel Simulator (LAMMPS) was used as the MD code which is 
an open source code developed and distributed by Sandia National Laboratories in US. It 
computes interaction energy and forces between atoms, using appropriate interaction style 
functions (or functionals) and potentials which are available for solid state materials (metals, 
semiconductors) biomolecules, polymers and also for coarse-grained or meso-scale structures. 
Therefore, it can be utilized as a parallel particle simulator at the atomic, meso, or even 
continuum scale. [47] 
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3.4   Microscopic Stress  
 
 Definition of microscopic stress, which is a continuum quantity, has still been a debate 
since continuum concepts do not apply directly to discrete particles in atomic level simulations. 
However, it is a unique measure to understand the state of the simulated model in terms of its 
mechanical properties.  
 Studies on understanding the stress phenomenon at atomic level date back to Cauchy’s 
stress definition for a crystalline solid. He proposed stress as being the force per unit area carried 
by the bonds crossing a given surface. Following his work, in order to interpret microscopic stress 
in a discrete system, Clausius and Maxwell, defined the “virial stress”, which was the first 
attempt to define a tensor stress quantity both including the kinetic terms in addition to Cauchy’s 
approach. This definition of virial stress is widely used in atomistic simulation due to its 
simplicity and computational advantages.  
 Similar to Cauchy’s explanation for stress as the force being transferred across a 
boundary, Irwin-Kirkwood-Noll procedure also defines the stress or pressure as the force (or 
momentum) transfer via particles crossing a boundary (see Figure 3-8), where along with 
transferring actual particle momentum, interaction between atoms on opposite sides of the 
boundary also contributes to the total momentum transferred (see Eq.(3-46)) 
 
 
P =
𝐹
𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎
=
1
𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎
𝑑(𝑚𝑣)
𝑑𝑡
=
1
𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎
𝑑𝑝
𝑑𝑡
 (3-46) 
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Figure 3-8 Force (momentum) transfer per unit area across a boundary in a closed volume (box) can 
originate from two mechanisms: particle motion across the boundary (left), force interactions between 
atoms on opposite sides of the boundary (right)  [46]. 
 
 In their fundamental work Irving-Kirkwood [50], proposed a stress tensor derivation in 
terms of molecular variables using the statistical mechanics approach where they used Dirac delta 
functions to define the pointwise stress. For the macroscopic stress they used spatial averaging 
over a domain which needs to be sufficiently large in microscopic scale. Noll developed their 
work by dropping the Dirac delta function and eliminating the infinite series expansion which is 
replaced with a closed integral expression giving its final form [51]. Other atomistic stress 
formulations are based on this definition with certain modifications in order to improve the 
computations. Virial stress 𝜎𝑣 can be derived from the Irving-Kirkwood expression by 
elimination of the all higher order terms due to expansion of Dirac-delta differences and selecting 
the averaging domain as the volume around the point of interest (𝑥). It is given as follows: 
 
 This  is the simplified version of the virial expression given in the study by Ulz et al. 
where they included forces due to triple and higher number of atomic interactions in their  
equation Eq.(1) in [52]. Here, 𝑚𝑖 is the mass of atom I, and 𝒖𝒊 is the relative velocity with respect 
 
 
𝜎𝑣 = −
1
(𝑥)
[ ∑𝑚𝑖𝒖𝒊 ⊗ 𝒖𝒊
𝑁
𝑖=1
+
1
2
∑ 𝒇𝒊𝒋 ⊗ 𝒓𝒊𝒋
𝑁
𝑖,𝑗=1,𝑖≠𝑗
] (3-47) 
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to the mean velocity of the N particle system, 𝒇𝒊𝒋 is the force on atom i exerted by atom j and   
𝒓𝒊𝒋 is the position vector between two atoms, which is ri − rj (see Figure 3-9 ). 
 
Figure 3-9 Schematic representation of the virial stress averaging domain volume (𝑥) consisting of N 
atoms and the weight function w(rkl) by which the partial effects of the atoms outside the domain are 
included in Hardy stress definition. 
 
 Hardy stress is another method for atomistic stress calculation which incorporates the 
partial effect of the atoms that are out of the averaging space but interactions that take place 
through the space as illustrated in Figure 3-9 above for atoms k and l. In this method, a weight 
function, 𝑤(𝑟𝑘𝑙) in Figure 3-9, is introduced to the virial stress definition such that the 
contribution of forces which pass through the domain are also included in the sum in the amount 
proportional to the length segment (dashed line between atoms k and l in  Schematic 
representation of the virial stress averaging domain volume 𝑥 consisting of N atoms and the 
weight function w(rkl) by which the partial effects of the atoms outside the domain are 
included in Hardy stress definition) crossing through the averaging volume. 
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 It can be concluded from the two definitions above that virial stress is the form of Hardy 
stress with a uniform weight function neglecting the atoms outside the domain. Similarly it can be 
seen that both identical in the thermodynamic limit where the volume (𝑥) goes to infinity 
including all atoms in the system since the weight function will converge to unity.  
 In general, Hardy stress is more accurate and converges faster in the averaging domain. 
The error that virial stress expression yields is mostly due to the surface atoms of the averaging 
domain since virial method does not consider the interactions between the surface atoms and the 
neighboring atoms outside the averaging volume. This error can be minimized if the surface to 
volume ratio is reduced. Provided that a reasonable domain size is defined, it was reported that 
virial stress interprets the surface contributions better from a physical point of view. [53] 
 Virial method is used in most of the MD simulations tools (including LAMMPS in this 
study) due to its simplicity and low computational costs although being less accurate and 
converging slowly in the domain [51]. However, it has been shown that for most situations of 
non-zero deformations of finite temperature, Hardy stress definition resulted in better estimates 
than the Virial stress [54]. 
 Additionally, in a recent study, virial stress was reported to be out of equilibrium in the 
vicinity of a defect [55]. But it was also stated in the same study that the virial results are 
qualitatively consistent with the macroscopic stress phenomena and thus can be used for 
visualization purposes for defect simulations.  
 In this work, MD simulation tool LAMMPS, computes energy term (the term in the 
square brackets in Eq. (3.47) above) and leaves the averaging volume selection to the user where 
the definition may vary at the surface, around a defect or in the bulk, etc. It has been shown that 
the selection may affect the stress results significantly around such defect zones where high stress 
gradients are likely to occur [56] . 
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Chapter 4 Literature Survey 
 
 
 This section begins with the review of the previous works relevant to the general stress 
behavior during different stages of the thin film growth process. There are different mechanisms 
and conditions that play a considerable role on the stress behavior before, during, and after the 
film deposition process. These factors can act as a combination and their resulting affect can be 
superimposed [10], [30].  
 Subsequently, more specific studies related to major mechanisms and conditions which 
are known to be responsible for the stress and morphology evolution of the films being deposited 
will be discussed. 
 
4.1 Stress Behavior during Pre-Coalescence Period 
 
 Absorption of film atoms at the substrate’s surface changes the free energy distribution 
on the surface, thus changing the surface stress. For solid particles at equilibrium there is a 
balance between surface and the volume stresses. This balance brings into a pressure difference 
called Laplace Pressure given as  
 
 ∆𝑃 = 𝑃𝑠 − 𝑃𝑣 =
2𝑓
𝑟
 (4-1) 
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where f is the surface stress. This expression can be modified for thin discs of radius relatively 
much larger than the thickness and it yields a radial pressure of 2f/h. This quantity acts like a 
hydrostatic pressure on the small island formations which results in compression [23], [42], [57]. 
 One other mechanism inducing compressive stress is the lattice mismatch which yields 
the stress called misfit stress [32]. Surface stress arises due to the bulk atoms exerting a 
compressive stress to the deposited film layer atoms for being in different atomic registry.  This 
mechanism is more clearly observed between a substrate and an overlaying film material. Both 
film and the substrate atoms have different lattice constant in their  bulk forms .When deposition 
starts, nucleated small islands rigidly attaches to the substrate surface  but as deposition continues 
added atoms will tend to increase the island size, while the substrate island interface will force in 
opposite in order to keep the original lattice size. This will result in compression on those small 
islands prior to coalescence [3], [23], [29], [58]. The critical size for the initial islands after which 
substrate start applying traction on them has also been studied [59]. This is strongly related to the 
bonding between the film and the substrate. Stronger bonding yields lower critical size and higher 
compressive stress generation [60]. These capillarity mechanisms mentioned above are 
commonly accepted as the major contributors to the compressive stress in pre-coalescence regime 
[58]. 
 For the compressive stress it has been also suggested that the adatoms moving around the 
surface and interfaces of the film–substrate system act like effective force dipoles which cause 
compressive stress [61], [62].  
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4.2 Stress Behavior during Coalescence Period 
 
 It has been verified in many studies that tensile stress is observed at this stage of film 
formation (e.g. Figure 1-3). The major change that takes place during this period is the impinging 
of initially nucleated islands on each other and closing of the channels by formation of grain 
boundaries and also by the addition of new atoms from the ongoing deposition process [14], [42]. 
 In order to explain the generation of tensile stress several models have been proposed. 
Hoffman taking into the grain boundary formation into consideration proposed a model where he 
attributes the tensile stress formation to the interchange between elastic energy and surface 
energy [62], [63]. He states that coalescence can take place if the elastic energy produced after the 
stretching of discrete islands to form grain boundaries is less than the loss of surface energy when 
grain boundaries are formed. 
 
𝑤2
2𝐿
?̅? ≤ 2𝛾𝑠 − 𝛾𝑖 (4-2) 
 
where left side is the strain energy resulting from the closing of a gap of width w between LxL 
sized islands (See Figure 4-1), and the right size is the surface energy lost form two island walls 
minus the gain from the single grain boundary interface. [42], [62].  
 This method assumes block coalescence where the islands snap at once by sliding on the 
substrate when they overcome the surface energy barier [42]. But Hoffman did not consider the 
flux and the mass transport.  
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Figure 4-1 Models proposed for the generation of tensile stress during coalescence of islands 
 
 Nix and Clemens proposed the “crack closing by zipping” model where the gap is treated 
as a crack which starts closing at the bottom and keeps closing as long as the elastic energy 
increase is less than the loss in surface energy [42], [62], [64]. Their results overestimates the 
stress between islands. 
 Freund and Chason considered the overestimated stress values in Nix Clemens results 
[65] and  developed the idea of “zipping” by considering the cohesive attraction taking place in 
between the islands and predicted better results in consistence with Hoffman’s model for N=1 
case [42]. Rajamani et al.  and Hearne et al. showed in their FEM work that most of the tensile 
stress occurred after the initial coalescence in contrast to Nix-Clemens model  where they 
attributte the tensile stress only to the initial coalescence [10], [66], [67]. 
 All these models ignored the effects of mass trasportation taking place which highly 
effects the stress behaviour during and after deposition [42], [64]. Seel et al. using embedded 
atom interatomic potentials (EAM) in their molecular dynamics simulations,  showed that 
approaches mentioned above overestimates the coalescence stress [15]. According to their study, 
spontaneous coalescence can take place at termodynamically favored cases, otherwise kinematic 
barries prevent this type of closure [15]. 
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 Seel and Thompson included the deposition flux in their studies [14]. They have 
considered the case of sliding and traction of islands in their 2D finite element model. Islands can 
slide at low coverage periods and this results a mean stress which is compressive, however, when 
coverage reaches a limit where sliding is constrained by other islands, coalesence leads high 
tensile stress generation.  
 Tello et al. also developed a continum model utilizing the cohesive zone law to define the 
coalescence. Cohesive zone law expresses the traction at a certain point on the grain boundary 
(GB) or the surface as a function of the gap size [43], [62]. They could also generate the 
deformed shaped of the coalescing islands and were able to explain the effect of deposition flux  
and diffusivity on stress generation.  ( See Sections 4.4.2 and 4.4.3 )  
 Models developed to explain the coalescence process alwasys encountred the challenge 
of stochastic island nucleation and coalescence taking place at different instances and random 
locations. Bhandari et al. has approached this problem from the otherway. They used Au covered 
and lithography patterned Si layers as the conductive substrate surfaces in order to control the 
island nucleation locations and sizes and rates. They could achieve similar basic growth mode 
models as mentioned above in the simulation and verified that the the major tensile stress 
generation occurs after the initial coalesnce.They carried out the reaserch for the post coalescence 
period and found that tensile stress reaches a steady state value for higher growth levels 
depending on the deposition rate [67]. 
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4.3 Stress Behavior in Post-Coalescence and Steady State Period     
 
 This period is where the coalescence events are mostly completed and a full monolayer is 
almost formed. Thickness increases as deposition continues. Various relaxation mechanisms (e.g. 
GB diffusion, recrystallization, etc.) are active and modify the stress and restructure the 
morphology both during and after the deposition till equilibrium is achieved. The defects, voids 
etc. are eliminated during the steady state period depending on the mobility of the film material 
and environmental conditions [1], [26]. 
 Incremental stress, (the stress evolved due to the new atom incorporation to the system) is 
observed to change from tensile to compressive after the film completes the coalescence and 
forms continuous layers. In Equation (4-3), first term is the incremental stress and with the  
assumption that the average stress in the film is constant in time it modifies into: 
                 𝜎(ℎ𝑓)~
𝜕𝜅
𝜕𝑡
𝜕ℎ𝑓
𝜕𝑡
=
𝑑𝜅
𝑑ℎ
 (4-3) 
where stress is related to the slope of curvature-thickness curve [26].  As shown by the dashed 
lines  on the curve in the figure below (see Figure 4-2) it can been seen that initially the slope is 
negative then becomes positive and increases till it reaches a peak corresponding to the end of the 
coalescence period. After that instance slope changes to negative indicating addition of 
compressive stress as deposition continues. This is the surface stress producing net compression 
after coalescence [42]. 
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Figure 4-2  Evolution of curvature during a) growth of evaporated Ag on SiO2 at RT [42] 
 
 For most metals which display high mobility it is observed that they built compressive 
stress after full film layer is formed. Mobility of atoms provides relaxation of tensile stress 
inherited from coalescence step. This relaxation is due to the insertion of atoms into grain 
boundaries which generates compressive stress [3], [19], [68]–[70]. Chemical potential increased 
at the surface and surface becomes super saturated during the deposition flux (see Figure 4-3). 
This is proposed to be the driving force for atom insertion into the grain boundaries where the 
potential is lower [41], [68]–[71]. 
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Figure 4-3 Schematic representation of reversible GB insertion of atoms under deposition flux [42]. 
 
 The reversible effect of chemical potential on the GB diffusion was also verified 
experimentally. Stress evolution was observed to change from compressive to tensile when 
deposition was interrupted, but as deposition is resumed stress levels attain the previous 
conditions which indicates the validity of this mechanism (See Figure 4-4) [26], [29], [30], [71], 
[72]. Similar reversible stress changes were reported for the pre-coalescence regime as well [61]. 
 
 
Figure 4-4 Stress thickness vs thickness curves showing growth interrupt behavior for a-Ge grown at 270 
°C. The solid line is for growth with interrupts, while the dots are uninterrupted growth data [30]. 
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 There was reported a nice experiment which shows the role that GBs play in the stress 
evolution. It was observed that Pd films deposited on polycrystalline Pt grew compressive stress, 
while deposited on monocrystalline Pt resulted tensile stress [71].Effect of atoms insertion into 
GBs on compressive stress formation was also verified with a different experimental method. 
They utilized electro-deposition followed by etching at the same rate. Etching process which acts 
as negative growth reverses the surface chemical potential, where surface becomes lower in 
potential. As a result, atoms diffuse back to the surface leading relaxation in the compressive 
stress [26]. 
 In a recent study, the effect of bombardment of film surface with energetic atoms was 
also shown to induce GB insertion, due to the momentum transfer to the surface atoms close to 
the impact site [73], [74]. 
 The density of adatoms incorporated to the GB was demonstrated to be in an inverse 
linear relation with the stress-thickness value of the film [19].  
 Effects of the surface chemistry on post coalescence stress evolution have been studied 
by Qi et al. They showed that hydrogen concentration is increased at lower temperatures and this 
yielded grain boundary widening leading compressive stress increase by insertion of more atoms 
into the grain boundary. This result is surprising since it was common that for most low mobility 
materials tensile stress would occur [41]. As a continuation of this study, Yang et al. [75] used 
Kinetic Monte Carlo simulations to simulate the effect of a surfactant  added on the surface of Cu 
(111) film surface and continued deposition process. The results showed that inclusion of 
surfactants lowered adatom insertion to the GBs and thus less compressive stress was observed. 
Utilization of surfactants or other impurities was proposed as a method that can used in 
controlling the stress state [27]. 
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 Sheldon et al. [76] has applied cohesive zone law to describe the tensile stress evolution 
in the post coalescence film growth period (See Figure 4-5).This is explained as a result of 
epitaxial templating imposed by the lower film atoms over the new layer atoms being deposited. 
They found that maximum tensile stress can reach up to fracture limit and is independent of the 
growth rate. In their study they have also concluded that sharper cusps at the grain boundaries 
lowered the steady state tensile stress in the film. 
 
Figure 4-5 a) Cohesive zone applied (a) Schematic of grain boundary formation with a layer of thickness 
dh, where the cohesive attraction across the distance S creates a new segment of grain boundary; (b) 
epitaxial templating during the growth of a polycrystalline film [76]. 
 
 In steady state where film gets thicker the incremental stress mentioned above becomes 
constant. Experiments showed that although initially stress is compressive in post coalescence 
regime, it turns into tensile at large thicknesses [77]. Chason developed a kinetic model and 
verified the thickness dependence to be consistent with the pervious experimental results [78]. He 
also included his results in his recent review paper where he demonstrated that the steady state 
stress depends on the D/RL dimensionless parameter where D is the diffusivity, R is the 
deposition rate and L is the grain size [26], [78]. Therefore similar conditions could be achieved 
by manipulating D, L, and R parameters for different trials. For high D/RL (high diffusivity, low 
deposition rate) there is compression since atoms can freely diffuse before the arrival of the next 
depositing atoms to the surface due to the low rate. It is the opposite for low D/RL values where 
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atoms tend to stick where they first hit before being diffused into the grain boundaries and other 
surface defects due to low diffusivity and high rate. This results in less compression or increased 
tension in the film. For the third parameter (L) they showed that there was a cross-over relation 
between the grain size (L) and the stress evolution (see Figure 4-6).General intention was that 
there would be higher tensile stress generation  for finer grained structures for having more grain 
boundaries having formed which still holds for higher deposition rates (R). But smaller grains 
also provide more grain boundaries for the adatoms to be inserted into which is the case at lower 
deposition rates where compressive stress is enhanced.  
 The competition between the tensile stress and the compressive stress generation was 
studied very recently by Gonzalez et al. [79] where they proposed “inside bundling-outside 
grooving” model for grains of different sizes formed after coalescence. This was a more realistic 
approach since they considered the interaction between different sized grains. Their model 
showed compressive stress at deep grain boundary regions and tensile stress at the shallow 
regions close to the surface. In other words; gap regions above the grain junction are under 
cohesion forces whereas the buried regions below the junction experience shear loads. 
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Figure 4-6 Model calculations of steady-state film stress vs growth rate for different values of the grain size 
(L=5, 10 and 20 nm) [26]. 
 
4.4 Factors Affecting the Stress Behavior in Thin Films 
 
4.4.1 Temperature 
 
 Temperature is a major parameter in film deposition that has superior effects on mobility 
and diffusivity and therefore directly effects the resulting stress and morphology evolution in thin 
films [3], [14], [27], [80]. Thermal energy helps to overcome the energetic barriers during 
coalescence of islands or grain growth periods [15]. 
 Seel et al. have found that the maximum tensile stress value decreased when temperature 
was increased. This was because of the enhanced diffusivity which works as a relaxation agent. 
Temperature also affected the grain size making them larger for enhanced grain growth at higher 
temperatures. Stress relaxation rate was shown to decrease with temperature increase which 
points out the dependence of the relaxation mechanism to the film thickness [14]. Similar results 
were obtained in amorphous Al deposition over Si [81].  
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 Mobility could be discussed under a separate section but since it is closely related to the 
temperature it is included in here.  Metals with low melting points (e.g. FCC metals Al, Au, Ag 
etc.) have high mobility and can show characteristic C-T-C VW type of film growth at elevated 
temperatures. But refractory metals are low mobility materials which require very high energetic 
conditions to be able to diffuse into the grain boundary or on the substrate surface. It is the 
homologous temperature (Thom=Tdepositon/Tmelting), the non-dimensional temperature parameter, 
taken into account in experimental data analysis. At low homologous temperatures, films cannot 
relax the tensile stress generated during coalescence and they develop more tension as deposition 
continues. During interruptions they cannot even relax the accumulated tension [22], [29], [43], 
[69], [80]. At lower Thom a transition from 3D to 2D growth mode is observed [27]. 
 Morphology of the grains in the films also varies depending on the temperature values 
and the material properties. Stress zone models have been defined for different morphologies [1], 
[80]. Refractory metals deposited at around 0.2-0.3 Tm (melting temperature in K) display a 
formation of Zone T and when temperature is increased above the melting point Zone II 
structures are observed. For Thom> 0.2—0.3, FCC metals tend to display Zone II type of 
morphologies [80]. At low temperatures where the diffusion is very low, atoms stick to where 
they first hit, thus a porous type of film forms with low densities [16].  As the temperature is 
increased atoms can diffuse to fill in these pores and diffusion within the grains yields columnar 
type growth of type Zone-Ic. For relatively higher temperatures grain boundary diffusion barrier 
is also suppressed leading to a growth type of Zone-T. The buried grains will not be able to re-
grow due to the immobility of the grain boundaries and they will remain as small grains, but 
grains above in the direction of the favored growth will overgrow other grains, forming the 
faceted structure as seen on Zone T [1]. 
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 Deposition temperature effects the preferred orientation of the film atoms. Abadias et al. 
observed in their experimental studies that Ti atoms change from (111) to (002) orientation when 
temperature is increased from RT to 300
o
C [36]. 
 Temperature effects have been also studied for nanocrystalline diamond films. The 
intrinsic stress was shown to drop from tensile to compressive as the temperature decreases where 
it became zero at around 700
o
C. Achieving a zero stress at elevated temperatures was an 
important result for critical applications [33]. 
 
4.4.2 Diffusivity  
 
 Diffusion of surface atoms or deposited atoms into the grain boundary has been 
commonly accepted as a major mechanism responsible for the compressive stress generation in 
thin films. Molecular dynamics simulations [19], [70] and continuum level approaches both 
verifies this assumption and they also match well with experimental results [43], [62], [82]. 
 Tello et al. considered the GB and the surfaces together in their continuum model study 
different than the other models where they treated them separately. They showed that diffusion 
was effected by the growth rate where high growth rate was reducing the range of diffusion and 
vice versa [43].  
 Grain boundary diffusion is also a stress relaxation mechanism. Ayas et al studied GB 
diffusion mechanism and found that when there was thermal stress available in columnar films, 
atoms were diffused into the GB forming wedges in order to relax the stress gradient at the GB 
[83]. It was also shown that GB diffusion was faster in slender columnar grains. For the case 
where traction was eliminated between the substrate and the film relaxation was faster [83], [84]. 
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 Effects of surface diffusivity have been analyzed in a recent paper which has shown the 
strong relation between the diffusivity and the film morphology. At high diffusivity columnar 
grain formation has been observed at Ag deposition on amorphous SiO2. On the other side, Ag 
film deposited on amorphous Ge has been shown to have finer grained structures in contrary to 
the first case due to relatively lower diffusivity [29].  
 
4.4.3 Deposition Rate  
 
 Deposition rate or growth flux is one of the major factors affecting the stress behavior in 
films during deposition. It has been shown that films grown at low deposition rates develop 
compressive stress. Depending on the rate of diffusion to the grain boundaries or to the surface, 
deposition rate alterations yield different results. When it is increased stress turns tensile for cases 
where the grain boundary deposition is equal or less than the surface diffusion [26], [35], [43], 
[62] (See Figure 4-7). 
 
Figure 4-7  Representative behavior of normalized instantaneous stress with film thickness (left) and the 
variation in steady-state stress with growth flux and diffusivity ratio (right) [62]. 
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 High deposition rates results in incomplete bonding in the grain boundary, which 
explains well the tension observed [43]. More compression observed at lower rates is attributed to 
increased grain boundary diffusion since the atoms will have more time to diffuse before being 
distracted by the atoms being deposited [17], [67]. 
 In experiments it is also shown that the reversible stress change would be more after the 
growth interruption if deposition rate is increased in the resumption period [61]. This is because 
of the increased chemical potential on the surface due to higher flux. 
 The effect of the deposition rate was studied experimentally by Vecchio and Spaepen on 
Cu and Ag films. They found in Cu films that increasing the rate did not affect the tensile 
maximum considerably, but there was a definite decrease in the compressive stress observed in 
the post coalescence period. Results were close for Ag, just the amount of decrease being less in 
compressive stress [31]. 
 Deposition rate for alloy films play a crucial role in the morphology of the resulting film. 
Concentrated modulations (CMs) are observed (lateral or vertical) at different deposition rates 
under spinodal deposition. After repeated experiments, morphology maps have been established 
where slower rates leading to Vertical CMs, while faster rates lead to lateral as shown in Figure 
4-8.  
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Figure 4-8 Phase diagram of morphological patterns, showing dependence on deposition rate (normalized) 
and alloy composition  
 
4.4.4 Deposition Pressure  
 
 In order to investigate the role of pressure on film stress and morphology Pletea et al. 
conducted a series of experiments where they deposited Cu by sputtering on Si (001) at various 
pressures. They found that there was a transition from compressive to tensile stress as pressure 
increases. This was attributed to the increasing surface roughness and formation of less dense 
microstructures due to higher deposition pressure. It was seen that coalescence step was delayed 
to higher thicknesses, indicating formation of higher grains at higher pressures [34].  
 Low mobility materials deposited by thermal evaporation displays a tensile stress, while 
refractory metals of low mobility deposited by sputtering method which provides low Ar pressure 
and biased substrate grow compressive stress [27].  The compressive stress is attributed to the 
atomic peening process due to the scattered Ar atoms or sputtered atoms. 
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Figure 4-9 Force per unit width F/w versus thickness h during growth of pure Mo films on oxidized Si (a) 
at different Ar working pressures and constant deposition rate of 0.6 Å/s, (b) at various deposition rates and 
fixed pressure of 0.24 Pa   [35]. 
 Fillon et al. [35] also reported similar behavior in case of pressure increase during low-
mobility Mo-Si alloy film deposition on Mo under-layer. In the same study deposition rate 
increase was found to lead increase in compressive stress where Chason [71] reported the 
opposite in his model  (See Figure 4-9). 
 
4.4.5 Grain Growth  
 
Grain growth is a mechanism which causes tensile stress generation both during and after 
the coalescence periods. It is a coarsening process which increases the film density as film will 
tends to contract. This process will be prevented by the substrate traction leading tensile stress. It 
is the major mechanism responsible for the initial tensile stress generation in high mobility films 
at elevated temperatures. This mechanism also plays a stress relaxation role by either removal of 
the boundary segments formed by zipping or preferential growth seen at plastically soft grains 
[30], [42]. 
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4.4.6 Surface Defects 
 
Formation of defects is a stress relaxation mechanism which has been encountered in 
many experimental studies. This mechanism was studied using molecular dynamics modeling for 
Pd deposition on Au substrate and defects in form of stacking faults were observed to occur after 
10 ML of deposition, relaxing the tensile stress accumulated [39].  
 
Figure 4-10 Defects in form of stacking faults after the 10
th
 ML deposition of Pd on Au ( red slabs) [39]. 
 
 Roughness can be in different forms such as surface terraces, vacancies, un-coalesced 
islands or adatoms bonded to the surface. The mechanisms behind roughening can be grain 
boundary crossing barriers, steering effects or low mobility behavior under high deposition flux 
[38]. 
  Simulation results demonstrated that the defects decrease the tensile stress. This is 
estimated to be due to the reduction in contact area between the islands. Experimental studies also 
lead to the same conclusion [10], [34], [69], [85]. The presence of adatoms has little effect on the 
surface stress [69]. But when adatoms are injected to the terrace collectively forming a 
dislocation, they release the tensile stress at the terrace provided that this takes place away from 
the step edges of the terrace [86]. 
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 In a discussion made about the kinetic roughening which takes place at higher deposition 
rates it was said that this process could possibly carry the coalescence events to even post 
coalescence regimes due to the emerging island like roughness resulting decrease in compressive 
stress due to tensile stress generation [31], [77]. Kinetic roughening and surface flattening events 
are two processes which are of different origins (i.e. surface flux and surface diffusivity, 
respectively). Roughening enhances the tensile stress generation while flattening leads to 
compressive stress [1]. 
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Chapter 5 Purpose of Research and Simulation Procedures 
 
 
 In this study, stress evolution phenomenon during FCC metal thin film deposition 
process, particularly at coalescence and post-coalescence stages, will be examined via atomic 
level MD simulations. Coalescence events between discrete growing structures (i.e. islands) cause 
dramatic changes in measured film stress, as reported in experimental studies. In many cases, 
stress curves display a significant tensile jump due to grain boundary formation and cohesive 
attraction during coalescence. Relaxation of the resulting tension and the distribution of the stress 
over the film depend on various parameters like the film material mobility, surface chemistry, or 
effects related to the size of the structures coalescing. Because coalescence plays such a 
significant role in determining overall film stress, simulations performed here are focused on this 
critical event in a relatively simplified geometry of adjacent monolayers coalescing to close an 
essentially linear gap between them. This approach is expected to help us explain how overall 
film stress values increase in tensile magnitude; more importantly, it will expand our 
understanding of how uniformly stress is distributed after coalescence events and, in turn, how 
this influences subsequent relaxation that takes place. 
 Depending on film and substrate materials, lattice mismatch may have significant 
influence.  One limit that can be explored is for islands or films of a material on an underlying 
surface of identical material; such a limit is germane to late stage film growth.  Even for early 
growth mechanisms, this limit can be explored as it possesses the advantage of eliminating effects 
due to lattice mismatch.  Previously in our research group, coalescence of hemi-cylindrical Au 
islands on an epitaxially matched Au surface was explored. With the cylinder axis along a 
periodic dimension in y and the free surface direction along z, simulations explored coalescence 
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in the x direction under a plane strain condition.  This geometry was adopted as it was in analogy 
to recent experiments; furthermore, the condition of plane strain simplified stress analysis [10], 
[87].  Simulations for the hemi-cylindrical geometry explored a single feature (i.e. island) size 
and examined stress upon initial island coalescence as well as with subsequent Au deposition on 
initially coalesced islands.  It was demonstrated that specific stress evolution events could be 
connected with local atomic structural transitions.  However, it was also found that, to more 
precisely examine stress distributions associated with film growth events like coalescence, more 
simplified geometries must be modeled. 
 This work will explore effects due to lattice mismatch by modeling Au thin films on Ni. 
In this study, Au and Ni, both FCC metals, were selected since they display significant lattice 
mismatch.  Furthermore, EAM interaction potentials for this system already exist and they 
accurately describe many of the mechanical and thermodynamic properties of Au and Ni, both as 
pure individual species as well as the alloy system.  For example, Table 1 shows a collection of 
property predictions by the model used here and a comparison to the same experimental values.  
As can be seen, very reasonable agreement exists for bulk properties tabulated; in most cases, this 
is because the potentials used here were fit to those tabulated bulk values (the exception is 
melting point T).  Agreement with experiment for predicted energy of the low index surfaces (to 
which the model was not fit) is less satisfying; however, values are less than a factor of 2 off of 
experiment.  Furthermore, energy of the low index surfaces orders properly when compared to ab 
initio quantum mechanical calculations and the difference between Au and Ni surface energies is 
comparable between model and experiment.  
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Experimental EAM 
  
Au Ni Au Ni 
Equilibrium Lattice Const. (Å)  (300 
K) 
4.078 3.52 4.078 3.52 
Bulk Modulus (GPa) 180.3 180 178 181 
Young's modulus (GPa) 78 200 78 217 
Melting Point (K) 1337 1728 1281 1635 
Mixing Enthalpies (eV) 0.28 0.30 
Lattice Structure FCC FCC 
 
Table 1 Mechanical and thermodynamic quantities of Au and Ni elements are compared for experimental 
and simulation values (Ref. in [49]) 
 
 Most significantly for this research, it was desired to form a sharp interface between film 
and substrate.  The heat of mixing for Ni and Au – both experimentally and in the model – is 
positive and relatively large; this imparts confidence that we can achieve the interface condition 
desired.  While it is advantageous to have atomic force fields already available that possess 
reasonable accuracy compared to experiment, it is important to highlight that interests here are 
more generally around the notion of how stress evolution mechanisms in metallic films and 
structures spatially manifest stress (i.e. more or less uniformly) and how stress distributions 
evolve.  Thus, interest is not so much in the Au/Ni system specifically; rather, this system 
possesses attributes that gave us confidence we could model dissimilar material growth scenarios 
with an atomically sharp interface.   
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Low-indexed Faces Au Ni 
(111) 790 1450 
(100) 918 1580 
(110) 980 1730 
Experimental ( average face) 1500 2380 
Table 2 Calculated surface energies of the low-index faces and the experimental average surface energy, in 
units of ergs/cm
2
 [88]. 
 
 In this regard, preliminary work that has been done before proceeding to coalescence 
simulations is summarized below.  Note that both prior work [13] and our own simulations 
demonstrate surface alloying occurs when Ni is deposited on low index crystallographic surfaces 
of Au; the same occurs when Au is deposited on Ni (111).  Surface alloying for immiscible 
metals has been demonstrated experimentally and may be well described by emerging 
complexion theory of interfacial phases [89], [90]. Given desire here to model a sharp material 
interface, such observations are of concern; however, for Au deposited on Ni (001) using the 
model here, deposited Au atoms adopt a purely over-layer structure.  Thus, in this study Au 
monolayer coalescence on Ni (001) is modeled. 
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5.1 Preparation of Periodic Au Islands on Ni (001) Substrates 
 
In preparation of the model, we start with building Ni (001) substrate of dimensions 3nm, 
3nm and 20nm in x, y and z directions, respectively at 300K. The model is periodic in x and y, 
but not in z in order to have a free surface in z direction for deposition. Equilibrium lattice 
constant for Ni was calculated using the total lattice number in the model and the volume at 
which system pressure attained a value very close to 0, during a simulation of isothermal-isobaric 
(NPT) ensemble.  
Next, system is formed with the computed lattice constant a=3.5357Å at 300K via 
performing an NVT run for 100ps. Periodicity is removed in Z direction by introducing a 1nm 
vacuum space in both directions in the data file which is generated at the end of the periodic NVT 
run. The density profile is generated to check if any half planes exist at both ends and are 
removed if any. This model is run in NVT for 10ps keeping bottom 6 layers frozen (forces and 
velocities are set to zero for all atoms in that region) to equilibrate the free surfaces just formed. 
Before starting deposition two new regions are defined in the substrate in addition to the 
bottom region. First one is the region called “surface” which includes the uppermost 6 layers and 
the other is region “top” which includes all layers in between surface and bottom regions. Then, 
Au atoms are deposited randomly at a rate of 1 atom per 3 picoseconds (3000 simulation steps) 
until a full monolayer is formed. Surface region, where deposition takes place is simulated in an 
adiabatic (NVE) ensemble in order to prevent thermostat (NVT) algorithm affect the deposition 
trajectories (see Figure 5-1). In preparation of the model, initial goal is obtaining a complete Au 
monolayer. Thus, after the first deposition step the largest 2D island is selected and monolayer is 
forced to grow around this island (more be discussed in the following chapter, see Figure 6-2 ). 
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Figure 5-1 Schematic showing deposition process of Au atoms onto Ni substrate 
  
 Prior simulations indicated that Au on Ni(001) grows at least the first few layers in a 
layer by layer fashion [13].  Indeed, during deposition simulations here, atoms were observed to 
migrate down at step edges of initially formed 2D islands (i.e. down Schwoebel hops) whereas no 
such hops in the opposite sense (i.e. up Schwoebel hops) were observed.  No attempt was made to 
compute the energy barrier associated with such hops (i.e. the Ehrlich-Schwoebel barrier, [91], 
[92]) for this model; however, layer by layer growth – at least initially – was confirmed. 
Consequently, ongoing deposition resulted in formation of 2D islands. To form an ideal Au 
monolayer, after an initial deposition step, one of the biggest islands was chosen to be kept and 
the rest of the Au atoms were manually deleted from the system. After each subsequent 
deposition step atoms sitting on the single growing island and atoms scattered away from the 
island were removed.  This forced the system to grow a single, defect free crystalline monolayer 
on the Ni surface. To ensure that the monolayer was ideally dense, several Au atoms were 
inserted manually into the monolayer at random locations and the system was run for equilibrium 
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for 100 picoseconds after each insertion. This process was repeated until the inserted Au atoms 
were observed to leave the monolayer over to the second layer on top, which indicated the film 
was fully dense.   
The Au monolayer atoms adopted a (111) hexagonal structure; as shown in Figure 5-2, 
using the underlying Ni(001) crystallography as reference, essentially straight rows of Au atoms 
were oriented along (110) type directions. To create the most simplified coalescence geometry, it 
was desired to remove a single row of Au atoms along either x or y; however, for Au grown on 
the initial Ni substrate orientation (i.e. (100) type directions along x, y, and z), only atomically 
zig-zag lines of atoms could be identified along x and y (see Figure 5-2). To overcome this, the 
Ni (001) surface formed was reoriented 45 degrees in XY plane so that (110) type directions laid 
along both x and y; the deposition process described above was repeated and the desired 
simulation configuration was so achieved (see Figure 5-).  
 
Figure 5-2 Top views are shown for the bare Ni (001) surface (left) and the Au monolayer grown on the Ni 
surface (right)   
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Figure 5-2 Looking “down” on the bare Ni (001) surface but with (110) directions oriented along x and y 
(left); deposited Au monolayer where Au atoms form straight rows horizontally. 
             
 With the Au monolayer so formed, an ideal line defect was formed via removal of Au 
atoms lying on the centerline of the film in x direction. This process yielded our primary set up of 
approximate size 3nm in x, 3nm in y, and 20nm in z directions.  To explore the effect of system 
size, our primary system was then replicated in x and y directions to create systems of desired 
dimensions. In Figure 5-, the models formed by replication of the primary model in the y 
direction are shown. Given the use of periodic boundary conditions in both x and y, models so 
formed are of an infinite array of Au patches separated (in x) by single atom wide linear gaps.  
We describe such simulations as models of periodic islands and these will be distinguished from 
discrete islands.  For periodic (and discrete) islands, in the x direction, Au islands (and gaps) are 
modeled to be infinite in length; however, a physical length scale exists and is given by Lx, the 
dimension of the simulation cell in x. Figure 5- shows periodic island systems with varying while 
Figure 5- shows periodic island systems with varying Lx. These model structures will permit my 
proposed work to probe stress evolution during coalescence of 2D ideal structures with different 
feature size.  
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Figure 5-3 (Left) Periodic Au islands on Ni (001) substrates with Lx = 3 nm are shown for a) Ly = 3 nm,    
b) Ly = 6 nm, c) Ly = 12 nm, and d) Ly = 24 nm. (Right) A schematic representation is shown of how the 
model corresponds to an infinite array of islands. 
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Figure 5-4 Top down views of periodic island models where Ly=12 nm and for a) Lx=3nm, b) Lx=6 nm, c) 
Lx=12 nm, and d) Lx=24 nm.  
 
5.2 Analysis to Define Thin Film Thickness for the Models 
  
             Calculations have been performed to ensure that substrate sizes used here are sufficiently 
large that no simulation artifacts are introduced into the stress response due to monolayer 
coalescence.  
 Surface atoms in low index metals have a lower electron density than the bulk atoms and 
which leads them to adopt a smaller equilibrium lattice spacing to attain higher electron density. 
Contrary to this mechanism, bulk atoms impose an epitaxial constraint on the surface atoms, force 
them to adopt the same atomic registry with the underlying bulk layers, which thus in a surface 
tensile stress. The interaction between the substrate surface and the film atoms (i.e. the interface) 
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can also result in stress in the film due to the mismatch of the equilibrium lattice spacing or 
thermal expansion coefficients etc. Having said that, in order to be more realistic, determination 
of the minimum size in Z direction possible for computational constraints (the depth of the 
system) which would allow us to include all the effects from bulk and the interface became 
crucial. In the literature preliminary analysis have been performed for similar concerns where 
Luedtke et al. [13] completed their work on Au-Ni metal pairs using a 7 layers thick substrates 
and found similar results in terms of film texture and surface mixing behavior which will be 
discussed in the next chapters. In the study by C.M. Retford et. al. [93] , the formation energy of a 
Ge island grown on Si substrate was found to decay exponentially by the substrate thickness and 
converged to a steady value after 200 monolayers of Si. In another recent study, relevant to this 
work here, was done by Haifeng Zheng, [87] where stress evolution during coalescence of 
hemispherical Au islands on Au substrate was modeled in LAMMPS. Zheng modeled 3 identical 
systems with different substrate depths, as 5nm, 10nm and 20nm. He found the average tensile 
stress computed was not changing significantly after 10nm, thus he decided to continue with 
10nm for the rest of his work.  
 In our work we started with 20nm  in z for the Ni substrate (~100 Ni layers), which is less 
than that in Retford’s work and higher than that in Zheng’s study. We have also conducted a 
depth analysis where we plotted the average stress changes in Ni layers starting from top to 
bottom. Results were convincing that 20nm was more than enough for the reliability on stress 
evolution simulation. In Figure 5- below, Lx=Ly=12nm system with Lz =20nm is shown as a 
sample for depth analysis. Coalescence was completed at the center defect after 40ns of 
simulation run which put Au film monolayer in tension  and the uppermost layer of the Ni 
substrate (dotted curve) in compression ( less tension in the corresponding region). However, this 
effect is observed to become insignificant at deeper layers. This observation confirmed that 20 
nm deep Ni substrate is reasonable. 
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Figure 5-5 Average stress*volume values ( raw data ) are plotted for successive layers, starting from the Au 
film layer at the top and including  Ni layers at several depths for the sample system with Lx=12nm, 
Ly=12nm and Lz=20nm after a coalescence run of 40ns.  
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Chapter 6 Stress Evolution during Early Stages of Island 
Formation 
 
 
6.1 Epitaxial Stress Formation  
 
 The first stage during the formation of the thin films is the discrete island step where 
islands start to grow on the substrate randomly. Depending on the growth mode adopted, 
monolayer islands can  grow to coalesce with other islands to form the first film layer or they start 
growing 3D islands which later impinge on other islands or they start growing in layer by layer 
mode then turn into building 3D islands for the continuing formation process (see Section 2.4). 
Especially during the early stages of film formation, the pseudomorphic growth stage, the film 
atoms deposited on the surface will be forced to adapt the same registry with the surface atoms of 
the substrate. If the film forms a coherent interface with a substrate of different lattice constant, 
epitaxial misfit occurs at the interface (see Figure 6-1 ) [94]. This misfit mechanism yields 
epitaxial stress which is one of the main sources of stress in very thin films [32].  
 The amount of the misfit stress depends on the difference in the lattice constants of the 
film and the substrate materials such that: 
 
 𝜀𝑚𝑓 = 𝜀𝑥𝑥 = 𝜀𝑦𝑦 =
𝑎𝑓 − 𝑎𝑠
𝑎𝑓
 (6-1)  
 
 In this equation 𝜀𝑚𝑓 is the misfit strain under the assumption of anisotropy for the very 
thin film. 𝑎𝑓 and 𝑎𝑠 stands for the lattice constants for the film and the substrate, respectively as 
shown in Figure 6-1. 
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Figure 6-1 Schematic representation of the misfit stress generated due to the epitaxial mismatch between 
film and the substrate.[94]  
 Epitaxial stress can be very crucial in thin films since a 1% of strain can lead to a stress 
of around 2GPa which is well beyond the tensile strength of most metals [32]. Introduction of 
misfit dislocations through slip planes is one of the mechanisms known to relieve the epitaxial 
stress accumulation during film growth. This mechanism will be discussed more in detail in the 
last chapter where Au film is grown with deposition onto the Ni substrate. In this chapter we will 
focus on the early stage stress evolution during growth of a 2D Au island on the Ni (001) 
substrate. 
  As explained in Section 5.1, Au film was grown step by step starting from a small 2D 
island up to a full monolayer. The equilibrium lattice parameters for Au and Ni at 300K were 
computed to be af(Au) = 4.0953 Å  and as(Ni) = 3.5358 Å. Substituting these values into 
Eq.(6-1) above yields a misfit strain of εmf = 0.1366 (13.6%) which corresponds to a very high 
stress in the Au film as calculated below.  
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 The Au film layer is in single crystal structure, stress calculations are based on the 
assumption of anisotropy. Additionally, film is in plane stress condition where σz = 0. The 
Hooke’s law applied for the stress on the thin film having its {111} plane parallel to the {001} 
substrate is given as follows [94] (also see Eqn. (3.50) in Ref.[2]) : 
 
 𝜎𝑚𝑓 = 6𝐶44 [
𝐶11+2𝐶12
𝐶11+2𝐶12 + 4𝐶44
] 𝜀𝑚𝑓 (6-2) 
 
where 𝐶11 = 190 𝐺𝑃𝑎  ,  𝐶12 = 161𝐺𝑃𝑎  and 𝐶44 = 42.3𝐺𝑃𝑎  for Au of anisotropic 
characterization [95]. Substituting these stiffness coefficients into the equation above we 
obtain misfit strain for the Au monolayer of (111) texture sitting on the Ni (001) substrate 
surface as 𝜎𝑚𝑓 =26.1GPa of compressive stress for the %13.6 strain which is significantly a 
high value. It is important to note that this is the upper limit for the compressive stress, 
provided that Au film would possess the perfect atomic registry with the underlying Ni 
surface, which is not the case as will be shown in the next section. 
 The misfit stress is expected to be relieved via either formation of dislocations or 3D 
islands. There is a critical thickness limit for the thin films where dislocations start to grow on the 
sliding planes of film crystal to relax the system and after which film converges towards its 
original lattice size. 
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 For FCC metals (e.g. Cu, Ag, Au, Al, and Ni) slip planes are given as {111} in the 110 
slip direction [96]. Burger vector norm, b, for the FCC lattice is calculated using the formula 
given below: 
 𝑏 =
𝑎
2
|< 110 >| =
𝑎
√2
 (6-3) 
 
where a is the lattice constant for the crystal. Misfit dislocations initiate and slip on the planes 
when the film reaches to the critical thickness. Matthew’s formulation of the critical thickness 
was approximated into a simple equation depending on the Burger’s vector and the misfit strain 
as follows [97]: 
 𝑡𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙 =
𝑏
9.9 𝜀𝑚𝑓
 (6-4) 
 
 Substituting lattice constant for the Au film and misfit strain computed above into 
Eq.(6-3) and Eq. (6-4) we obtain the critical thickness as 𝒕𝒄𝒓𝒊𝒕𝒊𝒄𝒂𝒍=2.14Å. This is very close to the 
thickness obtained for the Au film monolayer on Ni substrate which yields the conclusion that the 
dislocations would start right after the first layer as deposition continues if the film would attain 
the perfect epitaxial registry with Ni substrate. The actual lattice size attained by the Au film 
atoms on the Ni surface and the corresponding critical thickness is given in the next section. 
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6.2 Stress Evolution during Au Film Growth  
 
 In Section 5.1 we covered how Au island islands grew to form the full film monolayer. In 
this part, we will focus on the stress evolution over the growing island islands and the film 
structure changes in the course of growth. 
 
Figure 6-2 Selected steps of the growth of Au island on Ni 001 surface are shown where hexagonal 111 
structure is adopted. (Steps 2, 5, 8 and 12) 
  
 The deposition process was interrupted between each step of 100 atoms deposition to 
clean up the atoms on the island to force the system to grow a single layer. Similarly, the atoms 
away from the island were also removed before launching the next step to avoid multiple island 
growth in order to eliminate any stress contribution due to coalescence processes. These 
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modifications enabled us to work on the early stages of stress evolution on a single island more 
specifically. 
 As given in Figure 6-2 above, the island started to get into 111 hexagonal order after the 
5
th
 step and kept the same structure to the end. Stress information is dumped during the deposition 
process to keep track of the stress evolution of the island.  
 
Figure 6-3 xx and yy components of  the virial stress evolution obtained using two different averaging 
volumes ( atomic volume vs monolayer volume) as the monolayer island grows on the substrate is shown 
with respect to the coverage percentages. 
 
 In Figure 6-3, evolution of xx and yy components of the virial stress are presented as 
coverage goes to a full monolayer. In one case, averaging volume was taken to be the atomic 
volume which was obtained from the equilibrium lattice constant for Au at 300K (i.e. 
abulk_Au=4.0953Å) where FCC cubic crystal volume is simply divided by four (the number of 
atoms in a single cubic FCC crystal). Average (stress*volume) per atom values (i.e. the energy 
term in Eq. (3.47)) computed in MD simulations are divided by the atomic volume yielding the 
virial stress values, as shown in Figure 6-3 above for xx and yy with circled-solid and solid lines, 
respectively. In the other alternative case for volume definition, we computed the island volume 
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from the island area and the island thickness. For the area of the growing island we used the full 
monolayer system size as the reference to obtain the area per atom value out of it and multiplied 
that value with the total number of atoms in the island to get the approximate area of the island. 
The thickness was found to be 0.2 nm from the vertical (in z) density distribution analysis. The 
corresponding results are also shown in circled-dashed and dashed lines in the same figure above. 
It is clearly seen that the volume definition effect becomes more significant after 100% coverage 
is attained (see Section 3.4 for more detail in atomistic stress calculation methods). 
 As seen in Figure 6-3 above, stress in the growing island starts with tension, indicating 
the attraction between surface atoms of the Ni substrate and film atoms of the Au island and 
becomes more compressive as the island grows to a monolayer. This interaction which is 
relatively strong enabled us to obtain a layer by layer growth similar to what was reported in 
previous studies [13]. The strength of the interactions surpasses the compressive effect of epitaxy 
imposed on the film layer by the substrate of smaller lattice size. However, as the island reaches 
to a certain size, the epitaxial effect starts dominating the film in overall, thus the stress curves 
display a compressive behavior towards the end of completion of the first layer and for further 
growth. The compressive stress values (based on atomic volume definition) attained at the full 
monolayer level is 5.3GPa and 3.6GPa for xx and yy components, respectively. Corresponding 
results based on the monolayer volume definition were found to be 6.8GPa and 4.5GPa 
compressive for both xx and yy components, respectively. yy= 4.5GPa will be also used as a 
reference base value in the following chapters to find the delta stress values since we have used 
similar volume definition for the coalescence and post coalescence deposition studies discussed in 
the following chapters. 
 Alternatively, stress behavior was evaluated via first neighbor distance analysis of the 
growing islands. In Figure 6-4, the average first neighbor distance for the islands is plotted with 
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respect to the coverage percentage. A parallel behavior was observed where spacing dropped 
significantly towards completion of the monolayer.  
 
Figure 6-4 Change in the spacing for the island is shown with respect to percent coverage. 
 
We can apply the Hooke’s law for the epitaxial stress discussed in the first part of this 
chapter to find out the corresponding plane stress value for the film. In the figure above, we have 
the first neighbor distance to be dfull_ML=2.8233 Å when monolayer is %100 completed. We can 
deduce the lattice constant using the first neighbor spacing information as described in Figure 6-5 
below. The corresponding lattice constant for the full monolayer state given above is calculated to 
be afull_ML=3.9927 Å. 
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Figure 6-5 The relation between the first neighbor distance and the lattice constant is shown for the FCC 
crystal structure. 
 
Using Eq. (6-1) with the lattice constant of Au given in the first part for the bulk Au as 
aAu_bulk=4.0953 Å, we find the strain on the full film to be 2.5% compression with respect to the 
bulk Au. Substituting this amount of strain into Eq. (6-2) yields 4.7 GPa of compressive stress. 
If we do the reverse calculation to find out the equilibrium first neighbor spacing using 
the lattice constant of Au, we get the value for the bulk Au to be dAu_bulk=2.8958 Å. Regarding 
this spacing distance, we can also conclude from Figure 6-4 that the growing island initially starts 
with tension and evolves towards relaxing the compressive stress due to the strong island and Ni 
surface atom interactions. As the islands grows bigger in size, the ratio of the atoms in the 
periphery of the island which induce tensile stress into the island drops down and compressive 
stress starts to dominate where eventually reaches to a maximum at the %100 coverage level. 
The initial tendency towards compressive stress generation obtained here follows the 
experimental findings which report compressive stress generation during early nucleation stage of 
film formation process. 
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For the further deposition, where second and third layer start to grow, we did not apply 
controlled growth for the second layer islands. They grew randomly at different sizes and 
locations. It is observed that compressive stress generation slowed down and started to relax after 
the second monolayer was completed (see Figure 6-3). This was expected to happen since the Au 
atoms start to impose the larger lattice on the monolayer underneath, relieving the compression 
due to substrate mismatch effect. As discussed in the previous section, misfit dislocations arise at 
a critical thickness which is given as a function of the misfit strain and the equilibrium lattice 
constant in Eq. (6-4). Substituting 𝜀𝑚𝑓 = −0.25 found for the Au film on Ni 001 substrate into 
Eq. (6-4) we get the actual critical thickness for this system as tcritical=11.6 Å, which corresponds 
to 5 to 6 monolayers. Misfit dislocation will initiate at around this thickness and relieve the 
accumulated stress.This behavior was studied in more detail in Chapter 8. 
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Chapter 7 Stress Localization Observed During Coalescence 
Stage of Au Thin Film Formation on Ni (001) 
Substrate 
 
 
 Coalescence event is a major process which changes the stress drastically as reported in 
the experimental studies [1], [10], [67]. In many cases stress curves display a significant tensile 
jump due to grain boundary formation and cohesive attraction during coalescence. Relaxation of 
the resulting tension and the distribution of the stress over the film depends on various parameters 
like the film material mobility [27], surface chemistry [26], [41], [71] or size related effects, etc. 
Models proposed in the literature fall short in explaining initial film formation stages where bulk 
properties may not apply. Stress evolution studies; in general, considered the overall behavior in 
the film rather than distribution pattern of the stress over the film. However, as discussed above 
stress generation manifests differently at certain regions like grain boundary formation sites, 
surface edges, impurity regions etc. Therefore, stress and morphology is expected to be altered 
and more critical around these sites where failures are most likely to initiate from. For this reason, 
it is important to understand the early stress evolution and distribution over the films spatially and 
temporally.  
 Atomistic simulation of an idealized coalescence event at the initial regime of the film 
formation is expected to help us explain the stress distribution and substantial relaxation behavior 
qualitatively and to extract quantitative data for the maximum stress values occurred and correlate 
them with system geometries. 
 In this regard, this chapter is concentrated on stress evolution taking place during 
coalescence and post coalescence stages of film growth via molecular dynamic simulations. As 
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explained in Section 5.1, a single Au film monolayer with a linear defect is prepared on a Ni 
substrate. In this system Au-Ni pair displays a large amount of misfit and both have positive heat 
of mixing that provides a clear interface without any intermixing.  
 Coalescence event for the highly characterized linear defect is modeled for different 
system sizes to find out spatial and thermodynamic manifestation of the film stress and 
morphology evolution. Simulations also give us a measure for size dependencies and the effect of 
interatomic interaction strengths. This chapter has two parts dedicated to the stress behavior 
during coalescence of periodic islands of Au film monolayer and coalescence of discrete islands, 
respectively. 
 
7.1 Stress Localization During Coalescence: Periodic Monolayer 
Islands  
 
In order to observe the spatial and temporal evolution of stress during coalescence regime 
of island formation via MD method, Au thin film monolayer on Ni substrate with a highly 
characterized linear defect was modeled as explained in detail in Section 5.1. Two sets of periodic 
islands were prepared as shown in Figure 5-3 and Figure 5-4 and they were set to run for 
coalescence. 
The Au monolayer deposited is assumed to be in anisotropic plane stress condition, 
where film experiences significant amount of stress changes in y direction, which is perpendicular 
to the defect line. Therefore, atomic stress per atom (virial stress) in y direction (𝜎𝑦𝑦) is dumped 
into files at periodic time intervals. The computed stress is in energy units (i.e. stress*volume) as 
described in Section 3.4.   
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In the post processing part our work for analyzing stress behavior, we divided the film 
surface into bins of 0.5nm wide in y and calculated the average stress for each bin by using the 
bin volume as the averaging volume for the virial stress computations (see Figure 7-1). The bin 
width corresponds to the width of two lines of Au atoms approximately. Different bin sizes are 
also tested where high noise was observed for smaller bin sizes and loss of stress gradient was 
encountered when wider bins are used as shown in Figure 7-2. We would expect to have less 
fluctuation as we go from 0.5nm to 0.6 nm but it did not happen due to windowing error where 
bins started to include varying number of Au atoms since the width violated the repeat length of 
0.25 nm which corresponds approximately to one Au atom line thickness. That is why we see less 
fluctuation when we go to 1nm width bins where we had less gradient resolution but also less 
fluctuation. 
 
Figure 7-1 Sample Au periodic island with the linear defect and the bins are illustrated, origin being at the 
center.  
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Figure 7-2 Stress distribution curves obtained for different bin widths are shown on 3x24nm model. 
 
The thickness for the monolayer for the volume calculation is taken as 0.2 nm which is 
derived from the density profile analysis of the system in z direction. The horizontal width Lx for 
the bins varies for different models. The bin volume (width)*(thickness)*(Lx) has been used as 
the averaging volume in virial stress calculation for all models simulated hereafter in this work. 
Coalescence simulations are first performed for the first set of periodic islands. At the 
end of 100ns long run 3x3 nm system (Model-a in Figure 5-3) was seen to close the defect fastest 
at around 1ns and stress distribution was observed to be relatively uniform in the form of a tensile 
increase in the film due to coalescence. There was not any significant change in the stress 
behavior in terms of distribution and magnitude computed during 100ns long simulation, which is 
why this system was not run any further. The delta stress, yy,virial (yy_COALESCED - yy_FULLFILM) in 
y direction, which is the direction of the strain, was computed to be 5GPa and distributed almost 
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uniformly over the film (see Figure 7-3). Note that yy,virial refers to the time averaged stress 
value for the last 10ns of the systems in the relevant plots in this study. 
 
Figure 7-3 Data are shown for the Lx=Ly=3nm system at time t=0 (dash-dot), t=30ns (dashed), t=70ns 
(dotted) and t=100ns (solid) 
 
On the other hand the other systems displayed a non-uniform stress distribution, where a 
localized tensile stress was observed to occur around the defect where coalescence was taking 
place. Furthermore, this stress localization around the coalescence region appeared in the early 
stages of coalescence and did not relax thereafter although simulations were run longer up to 
200ns. A select system, 3x12nm, was even run up to 500ns (i.e. 0.5 milliseconds,) which is 
relatively long for a MD simulation. The stress localization for this system still existed without 
any significant changes. Figure 7-4 and Figure 7-5 clearly show the stress localization occurred at 
the two sets of periodic island models for changing size configurations. 
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Figure 7-4 All data shown are for Lx=3nm but varying Ly; Ly=6nm (solid), Ly=12nm (dotted), Ly=15 nm 
(dashed) Ly=21nm (dash-dot) and Ly=24nm (dash-star) 
 
Figure 7-5 Data shown are for Ly=12nm but varying Lx; Lx=3nm (dotted), Lx=6nm (dashed), Lx=12nm 
(dash-dot) and Lx=24nm (solid)    
   
The localization can also be observed as a disorder at the coalesced region as seen in 
Figure 7-6 below. This disordered structure has been observed in all coalescing monolayer system 
simulations performed this work. Figure 7-6 is important since it also shows that atomic structure, 
thus the stress distribution in x direction is not also uniform. A 2D stress analysis would be 
needed to capture the stress behavior in x direction as well.  
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Figure 7-6 Disordered regions for the Lx=24nm and Ly=12nm system after 50 ns of coalescence are shown 
on the periodic Au film. 
 
 Corresponding 2D stress distribution for the system given in the figure above is shown in 
the contour plots given below. Figure 7-7 shows yy stress distribution over the film where it 
reaches up to around 6GPa while the average value for the maximum yy stress was computed 
to be 5GPa for the stress localization region around the defect. Therefore we can conclude that 
coalescence effects are not identical in the orientation of the defect, thus stress (all 
components, as shown below) varies in x direction in the defected region.  
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Figure 7-7 Contour plot for yy stress distribution over the 24x12nm film monolayer 
 
Figure 7-8 shows the distribution for the xx stress where the localization region is similar to 
that plotted for yy above. While there is tension in the defected region due to coalescence 
event, additional compression has occurred at some spots as seen in both figures . 
 
Figure 7-8 Contour plot for xx stress distribution over the 24x12nm film monolayer 
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Figure 7-9 Contour plot for the hydrostatic stress Hyd distribution over the 24x12nm film monolayer is 
given where z was neglected in the plane stress assumption. 
 
 Lastly, in order to see the combined behavior of the stress over the film we have included 
the hydrostatic stress distribution over the film monolayer in Figure 7-9. Hydrostatic stress is 
simply the average of the three normal stress components of the stress tensor.  
 
𝜎𝐻𝑦𝑑 =
𝜎𝑥𝑥 + 𝜎𝑦𝑦 + 𝜎𝑧𝑧
3
 
(7-1) 
where 𝜎𝑧𝑧 = 0 for the plane stress assumption. Similarly Figure 7-9 shows the stress localization 
region and the stress gradient in both x and y directions. The maximum stress values attained is 
found to be around 5GPa. 
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 If we give a closer look at the peak stress values in Figure 7-10 below, we conclude that 
size effect is not significant on the peak stresses observed (we have also included intermediate 
sizes of Ly=9,15 and 21nm for the Lx=3nm model set). As seen in the figure, the computed virial 
peak stress values are confined in the range 4.5GPa to 5.1Gpa. Same conclusions are valid for the 
width of the stress localization region such that width is independent of the system size and it 
converges to a full width half max value of around 2.7 nm in the infinite size limit (see Figure 
7-11).  This results also explains why we did not observe a stress localization for our smallest 
model of Lx=Ly= 3nm. Since the model size is almost same as the general width size of the 
localization region, the localization region has become the entire film itself. Thus, it should be 
noted for Figure 7-11 that the width was taken to be 3nm for Lx=Ly= 3nm. When this manual 
addition is ignored, it is clear that the width does not change significantly as the system size 
changes. 
 
Figure 7-10 Data shown is the Peak Δσyy,virial versus 1/Lx (circles) and versus 1/Ly (triangles) 
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Figure 7-11 Change in width of the stress localization region is shown with respect to 1/Lx (solid) and 1/Ly 
(dashed) (left); schematic for the width calculation according to the full width half max method is shown on 
3x24nm sample model (right).  
  
Figure 7-12 Average stress computed for the far field from the defect region is plotted against 1/Lx (solid), 
1/Ly (dashed). Far field stress generation due to coalescence is losing its effect as the system size gets 
larger, becoming zero at the infinite size. 
 
 Contrary to peak  stress and stress localization width , mean stress computed at the 
regions out of the localized stress region is observed to decrease as systems become larger (See 
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Figure 7-12). This indicates that for bigger systems, the coalescence event generates stress only 
around the defects and rest of the film is not  affected. Thus, no strain (atomic displacement due 
to strain) or any morhological alterations occur at far ends of the films in larger systems. This is 
also an important outcome, for strain computations such that one should only consider the size of 
the  localized stress region instead of the full film length. 
In the alternative approach we derived stress from the local strain data obtained by 
computing the spacing for each atom. Plotting the change in the atomic distances for atoms in the 
full film and in the film after coalescence yielded qualitatively similar results, where strain 
localization is observed around the initially defected area indicating stress localization (see Figure 
7-13). In this figure, atomic spacing is computed for three forms of the Au monolayer for the 
sample system of Lx=3nm and Ly=24nm is presented. Atomic neighbor spacing computed for the 
Au atoms in the surface layer of its bulk gets narrower when Au monolayer is on top of the Ni 
(001) substrate, indicating a state of compression. This is parallel to what we have found in the 
simulations as the pre-existing stress in the films. The peak in the curve for after coalescence state 
shows the localization of stress.   
In Figure 7-13, first neighbor spacing values for bulk, full monolayer and coalesced film 
monolayer forms of Au are plotted together. The bulk value is retrieved from the previous chapter 
as dAu_bulk=2.8958 Å. Curves for the full film and the coalesced film are plotted using the data 
files for that specific system. The average value for the full film first neighbor spacing was found 
as dfull_ML=2.8233 Å in the previous chapter. The peak spacing distance for the coalesced film 
occurred at the center is 2.9210 Å. 
Using the same procedure as in Section 6.1 to calculate the state of strain and the 
associated stress amounts with respect to the bulk state of the Au film we find the strain for the 
full film monolayer to be full_film=2.5% (compressed) and for the coalesced film to be 
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coalesced_film=0.87% (stretched). These corresponding stress values for the full film and the 
coalesced film are   full_film= -4.7GPa and coalesced_film= 1.67GPa, respectively with respect to the 
bulk.  
 
 
Figure 7-13  First neighbor spacing plots for Lx=3nm and Ly=24nm system plotted for the surface layer of 
the Au bulk (dotted),  Au full film monolayer on Ni (001) substrate (dashed) and Au film after coalescence 
is completed(solid). 
 
In order to make these calculations comparable to the corresponding virial stress values 
computed via MD method above, we need to take the full film layer as the reference for the delta 
stress amount. The coalesced film is strained 3.45% in total with respect to the full film 
monolayer which yields a delta stress of 6.6GPa. The yy,virial value computed via MD was 
5.1GPa for the 3x24nm system (see Figure 7-4). Similarly; time yy,virial computed using MD for 
the full film stress was -4.5GPa while it was found to be -4.7GPa via first neighbor distance 
method (See Table 3). 
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 Full Film Stress Coalesced Film Delta Stress 
(yy) 
MD Virial Stress Definition -4.5 GPa 5.1 GPa 
First Neighbor Distance Approach -4.7 GPa 6.6 GPa 
Table 3 Comparison chart for stress calculations for Ly=24 nm system via the virial expression and first 
neighbor distance approach is given.  
As the table tells us, the LAMMPS stress values are on average %15 less than their 
corresponding first neighbor results for the coalesced film delta stress case, while they are close 
for the full film case of where there is no defect. As you may recall, the volume definition in 
virial stress calculation for the monolayer was criticized for the surfaces, especially in the vicinity 
of defects where significant stress gradients occur. It was also shown that they produce better 
results for homogenously deformed regions [56]. This can be the reason for the difference with 
the MD results. Also note that, for the neighbor spacing calculations we have used radial 
distances instead of distance in a single coordinate as x or y and simply substituted the delta value 
to get the strain which was then used in Hooke’s law above in Eq. (6-2) to solve for the biaxial 
stress. But, simulation stress results plotted the normal stress value in y direction only (for yy). 
Lastly, the reference state for stain calculation is already a deformed state of the Au material 
(compressed on the Ni substrate) which makes the strain we obtained arguable. Nonetheless, it is 
worth showing that both approaches yield stress localization.  
 As a conclusion to this work herein, we have demonstrated that there is stress localization 
around the coalescing regions of the periodic Au islands on Ni substrates. The peak stress (i.e. 
yy,virial), which is tensile, is observed at where the highly characterized linear defect was 
initially located and the magnitude varied between 4.5 GPa and 5.1 GPa regardless of the system 
size. The averaging volume taken for the virial stress calculation was the bin volume given as 
Lx(system size in x)*0.5nm(bin width)*0.2nm(monolayer thickness).  
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 The localization region width size was observed to be independent of the system sizes, 
converging to a value around 2.7 nm in the infinite size limit. For this reason the smallest system 
(3x3nm), being almost at the same size with the localization width, did not display a significant 
localization of stress. For the systems with stress localization at the center, far field stress 
measurements yield a nice correlation with the size such that it decreased to zero at the infinite 
size limit.   
 The alternative approach where first neighbor spacing calculation is used to define 
amount of strain from which stress is derived via Hooke’s law yielded qualitatively similar results 
of stress localization around the coalescence region. 
 
7.2 Comparing Coalescence of Discrete and Periodic Monolayer 
Islands  
 
 In this part, we will present the stress evolution results for the coalescence of discrete Au 
islands of single monolayer. For this part, the first set of periodic islands used in the first part 
above (models given in Figure 5-3) are modified to obtain discrete islands via elimination of 
periodicity in y direction while keeping the Ni substrate still periodic in x and y directions. 
 The last model given in Figure 7-14 below is for a new model, where Ly=48nm. 
This model is simulated to expand the size span studied in this work. Depending on the smaller 
models’ stress evolution behavior, the periodic island form of this model would be also simulated 
if any drastic change would be detected. Two discrete islands, upper and lower, of identical sizes 
of width Lx and length Ly are set to coalesce as applied to the periodic islands in the previous 
section.  
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 At the end of coalescence run of 50ns, the smallest system (Lx=Ly=3nm) did not display 
any stress localization with the exception of less tension on the lower island. The coalesced 
islands are in tension, highest value computed for the yy,virial to be ~5.7GPa as the time 
averaged quantity for the last 10ns (see Figure 7-15). 
 
Figure 7-14 Discrete islands models, where Lx=3nm for all, and Ly=3nm, 6nm, 12nm and 48 nm for 
systems a, b, c and d, respectively. 
 
Figure 7-15 Discrete island of Lx=3nm and Ly=3nm coalescing simulation run, at the end of 50ns. 
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 As it is seen in Figure 7-16, similar to the periodic island simulations carried in the first 
part, there is a stress localization region around the coalesced region. But there is also a tension at 
both ends of the islands which indicates the edge interactions with the substrate.   
 
Figure 7-16  Discrete islands ∆𝜎𝑦𝑦 stress distribution for models Ly=6nm, Ly=12nm, Ly=24nm and 
Ly=48nm are shown with dashed, dotted, dashed-dot and solid lines, respectively 
 
In Figure 7-17 below, a closer view for the stress distribution for the two systems with 
Ly=6nm and Ly=12nm is given. For these systems the maximum yy,virial is ~5.9GPa for Ly=6nm 
system and ~ 5.4GPa for the Ly=12nm system which are close to the smallest model discussed 
above and higher than the respective periodic islands (Ly=3nm case).  
Looking at the plots presented below, we see that as the systems have shifted from 
periodic islands to discrete ones, the localization behavior existed. However, peak stress values 
rose up from 4.6GPa to 5.9GPa for the models size up to Ly=12nm. The tensile increase can be 
attributed to the high tension observed at the edges. During coalescence film will be strained to 
close the defect at the center, while it is also being strained at the edges due to the edge 
interactions with the substrate. Therefore the islands are in a higher tension state in overall. 
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Figure 7-17 Delta stress (∆𝜎𝑦𝑦) average at the end of the coalescence processes for system Lx=3nm, 
Ly=6nm (top) and system Lx=3nm, Ly=12nm (bottom) are shown for periodic islands (solid) and discrete 
islands (dotted). 
This conclusion also revealed us that substrate interactions play a crucial role in 
coalescence as well. Because, as we see in the figures above, the tensile stress values computed at 
the island edges are comparable to the peak stress values. The coalesced region initially has two 
edges facing each other. Therefore; besides the cohesive forces between Au atoms on both sides 
substrate interactions also play a role in coalescence of the islands. 
 On the other hand, the biggest system with Ly=48nm had peak values at the center which 
is around 4.6GPa, being less than the smaller discrete island models but close to the periodic 
islands’ average peak value (see Figure 7-16). This shows that the Ly=48nm long film started to 
behave like a periodic film. In order to get find out the transition size where the film started to 
behave like a periodic film we run the simulation for the Ly=24nm model which we did not 
consider at the beginning  for the discrete islands. The average delta stress plot is given in Figure 
7-16, showing that the transition to periodic island behavior started at an earlier size since the 
peak stress was found to be around 4.7GPa which is significantly lower than the other smaller 
discrete island models. In fact, when we compare the periodic and discrete island simulations for 
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the Ly=24nm case, we observe even a lower tensile stress at the localization region (see Figure 
7-18) which also supports our conclusion about periodic behavior at size 24nm and higher. More 
simulations of intermediate sizes between 12nm and 24nm are required to find out the transition 
size.  
 
Figure 7-18 Stress distribution for Periodic island versus Discrete Island cases of Ly=24nm models. 
 
The localization width is again found to be independent of size being 2.4nm in average 
for the discrete islands which is %15 percent less than the periodic island counterparts. This can 
be explained with the sliding mechanism which may have occurred during coalescence which is 
less like to occur at the periodic islands. The lower tensile stress might also be related to this 
mechanism as well. 
 Lastly, we applied the alternative first neighbor distance analysis again in here where we 
used Hooke’s law as given in Section 6.1 to obtain the stress value. Figure 7-19 below shows that 
periodic and discrete island spacing at the end of the simulations produced similar results in terms 
of peak separation distance and overall distribution of the neighbor spacing.  
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Figure 7-19 First neighbor distance distributions for periodic (solid) and the discrete (dashed) island 
systems of Lx=3nm and Ly=12nm are shown together with the full single island spacing (dash-dot) and the 
Au bulk spacing (dotted) 
 
It was computed above in the first part of this chapter that the full film was in 
compression at an amount of 4.7GPa with respect to bulk. The peak value for the discrete island 
is ddiscrete= 2.928 Å which corresponds to a strain of 1.11% with respect to bulk. Substituting this 
value into Eq. (6-2) yields 2.1GPa of tensile stress. For the case where we take the full film as the 
reference, the strain amount is 3.7% between the full film and the coalesced discrete island. The 
corresponding stress using Eq. (6-2) is found to be 7.1GPa. The corresponding delta stress 
computed via MD was 5.4Gpa as summarized in the Table 4 below. 
 
Full Film Stress  
Delta Stress Center 
(yy) 
Delta Stress  
Edge(Lower/Upper) 
 MD Virial Stress 
Definition 
-4.5 GPa 5.4 GPa 4.98/0.95 GPa 
First Neighbor 
Distance Approach 
-4.7 GPa 7.1 GPa 5.6/3.2 GPa 
Table 4 Comparison table of the stresses computed via two approaches for Ly=12nm case.  
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 We can also check for the edge stress values computed via two methods. Virial stress 
values are retrieved from the data as given in Table 4 for both upper and lower halves of the 
islands. The corresponding strain amounts read from the first neighbor plot above are 2.907 Å 
and 2.871 Å for the lower and the upper halves, respectively. The corresponding yy stresses for 
the upper and the lower halves are found to be 5.6GPa and 3.2GPa, respectively. 
 The stress values given in Figure 7-16 and Figure 7-17 above are the delta stress values 
computed with respect to the full film stress values obtained previously where we did not have 
any edge effects therefore any tensile jumps. Below in Figure 7-20, we have presented the full 
single island stress before defect was introduced, and the delta stress with respect to it after 
coalescence is completed for the Ly=12nm long discrete islands. This figure shows that the stress 
values in the non-defected forms of the periodic and the discrete islands are quite the same with 
exception that the discrete islands experience tension at the ends which also affects the far field 
stress making it slightly more tensile than that is observed in the periodic islands. 
 The edge effect has also been observed in the displacements analysis done for both 
ends of the islands. It was found that islands were pulled back (i.e. extended outwards) 0.3-0.5 
Å on both ends, rather than sliding towards each other. Similar behavior was observed during 
preliminary works, where Au islands on Au were also simulated. In those simulations, Au islands 
moved a bit away from the defect right at the beginning of the coalescence simulations and did 
not coalesce after 100ns. Besides the edge effect, this result for Au film on Au substrate was also 
associated with the strong interaction at the similar materials interface and the perfect epitaxy 
of Au surface atoms with the underlying Au atoms. 
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Figure 7-20 Delta stress values for the Ly=12nm discrete island system, computed with respect to the full 
film stress (dotted) and the single island stress without defect (dashed) are shown together. 
  
  
 To sum up, we can say that stress localization occurs in both systems regardless of the 
system size. Peak stress values are independent of the system size and geometry, but it changes 
with periodicity where it goes higher for the discrete islands. Same for the region width, it does 
not change with size but narrows when periodicity is removed. However, for the discrete islands 
there is a size limit, after which systems start to behave like a periodic system. The first neighbor 
distance calculations for the stress also yielded similar qualitative results.   
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Chapter 8 Stress Evolution During Post-Coalescence Film 
Growth  
 
 
 Coalescence simulations for the highly characterized Au monolayers have shown stress 
localization formation around the defect which did not relax for further runs that were relatively 
long simulations in MD time scale. It was discussed in Section 6.1 where early stage stress 
evolution was studied and also in the literature  (Section 4.4.6) that misfit dislocation mechanisms 
play a major role in relieving the stress accumulated in the film during hetero-epitaxial growth. 
The lattice misfit defines the critical thickness where misfit dislocations start to grow.  
 One other mechanism is the diffusion of atoms into the grain boundaries which is 
reported to yield compressive stress/tensile relaxation (see references included in Section 4.4.2). 
Although the Au film is a single crystal without grain boundaries, the atom incorporation into the 
film layer can be considered in a similar manner. 
 In this chapter, we resumed the deposition process onto select systems, which coalesced 
fully, to see the change, if any, in the stress state of the film and the morphological changes of the 
thickening film. The main interest was on whether the localization was removed or still 
maintained after deposition. For this purpose we selected systems 3x12nm and 3x24nm (named 
as Model A and Model B, respectively in this chapter). Model A is the reference model mainly 
used for deposition simulation, but Model B is also included as a supportive work. Depositing 
atoms are sent randomly onto the coalesced monolayer at the same rate as used during monolayer 
formation process. (i.e. 1 atom/3ps)  
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8.1 Stress Evolution during Early Deposition Steps 
 
Initial observation during depositions was the incorporation of the Au atoms which were 
deposited onto the localization region into the film layer (see Figure 8-1). This verifies what was 
reported in the literature as covered in Section 2.4 where it says defected regions are energetically 
more favorable for nucleation.  
 
Figure 8-1 Bare coalesced film layer before deposition (top) and the system after deposition of 200 Au 
atoms (middle) are shown. Au atoms on the coalesced film monolayer are made invisible to show the 
incorporated Au atoms (yellow) into deformed region (coalesced region) of the Au film monolayer 
(bottom).(Au film monolayer atoms are shown in blue, underlying Ni atoms are shown in red) 
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In Figure 8-1 above the coalesced film is shown before deposition where the deformed 
hexagonal structure can be seen around the stress localization region at the center. After 600ps, 
deposition of 200 Au atoms is completed and at this instant the monolayer with the incorporated 
Au atoms is rendered making the upper layer Au atoms invisible, which are shown in middle and 
bottom images in Figure 8-1, respectively. The number of incorporated atoms incorporated into 
the stress localization region which was deformed after to coalescence is the same as the number 
of atoms that were removed in the process of defect formation. As explained in the procedure 
chapter previously, a line of Au atoms (there are 12 atoms in a line for Lx=3nm systems) were 
removed to obtain a horizontal highly characterized linear defect in the middle of the film layer 
which was then set to run for coalescence. The atom incorporation into the film layer starts at the 
very first steps of deposition process and it is very fast. The adatoms falling onto the far field 
regions cannot incorporate into the film layer, rather they start forming the second monolayer. 
However, at later stages of deposition they are observed to replace the initial film layer’s atoms 
which do not change the film structure. Figure 8-1 bottom image also shows the healing in the 
hexagonal structure of the film when compared to the disordered localization region in Figure 
7-6. 
The evolution of stress in the film layer is in the form of a tensile relaxation which 
continued towards compression as seen in Figure 8-2 and Figure 8-3 below. During the initial 
stages of deposition where the atoms start forming discrete islands on the first monolayer, 
relaxations occur reducing the tensile stress in the localization region as expected due to atom 
insertion into the film. However, the film goes into a high compression in overall.  
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Figure 8-2 Stress (𝜎𝑦𝑦) evolution during the deposition onto Model A is shown for the starting state where 
0 monolayer (ML) deposited, i.e. bare coalesced film (solid) and for the subsequent deposition times for 
0.10(dotted), 0.25(dash-dot), 0.50(solid-circle), 0.75(dashed-circle) and 1.00(dotted-triangle) monolayers. 
 
 
Figure 8-3 Stress (𝜎𝑦𝑦) evolution during the deposition onto Model A is shown for the starting state where 
0 monolayer (ML) deposited, i.e. bare coalesced film (solid) and for the subsequent deposition times for 
0.05(dotted), 0.30(dashed), 0.50(dash-dotted) and 1.00(solid-circles) monolayers. 
  
 The deposition image given for Model A in Figure 8-4 helps to understand the significant 
compressive stress generation over the film during the deposition process. As seen in the figure, 
there are formations of discrete islands which also try to incorporate into the film to reduce the 
interatomic distance to increase their equilibrium electron charge densities, similar to what is 
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observed in metal surface atoms which experience surface stress due to the reduced electron 
density with respect to the bulk atoms. This results in increase in compressive stress in the 
underlying film as given in the evolution plots above. Compressive stress formation continues till 
the second layer is formed as also seen in the figures above. 
Tensile relaxation or compressive stress generation is commonly observed for FCC 
metals including Au at room temperature after coalescence stage of film formation process as 
given in Figure 1-3.Simulation results reported compressive stress generation in the second layer 
formation during FM Type of film growth [44]. Experimental findings also support this result 
such that sliding of nucleated islands over the film can also cause compression [13].  
 
 
Figure 8-4 Image captured during deposition process onto Model A. which corresponds to ~20% ML 
coverage shows independent 2D clusters and the incorporated atoms into the first ML at the center.  
 
The first neighbor analysis for Model A is performed and results show the tensile 
relaxation in the stress localization region more clearly. As seen in Figure 8-5, towards the 
completion of the monolayer over the coalesced film, the spacing distances gradually drop to the 
same values observed in the fair field regions. Although the drop in tension is qualitatively 
consistent with the MD computations (also see Figure 8-10), tendency towards compressive state 
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observed in MD results does not appear in first neighbor spacing plots for the coalesced 
monolayer. 
For further deposition, the first neighbor spacing curves for the coalesced film layer 
display a stable behavior with the exception that at the upper half  (y>0) there is an increase in 
neighbor spacing (see Figure 8-7).The images in Figure 8-8 which belong to the 1.9 ML instance 
show that those atoms from the first deposited monolayer have been replaced with the lower 
coalesced layer atoms in the region where higher spacing is recorded.  
 
Figure 8-5  First neighbor distance distributions are shown for Model A at the initial coalesced film (solid) 
and deposition stages for 0.10(solid-circle), 0.25(solid-triangle), 0.50(dashed-dot), 0.75(dashed) and 
1.00(dotted)  monolayers of deposition.   
  
Compressive stress formation continues till the second layer is formed as also seen in 
Figure 8-2 and Figure 8-3 above. After the completion of the first layer it starts to relax at some 
locations showing tensile stress generation as deposition continues, as shown in Figure 8-6. 
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Figure 8-6 Compressive relaxation after completion of one layer deposition is shown. Curves are for 
deposition instances of 1(dotted-triangle), 1.2(dashed), 1.5(dotted) and 1.9(solid) monolayers on Model A.  
 
 
Figure 8-7 First neighbor distance distribution for ongoing deposition after completion of 1 ML (solid) is 
given for 1.2 (dashed-circle), 1.5(dashed) and 1.9(dash-dot) ML deposition instances. 
 
Atom number check for the coalesced film layer shows that it recovers its original 
number of atoms of the full film quickly during deposition. However, it starts losing some, where 
at the end of 1.9ML it has 8 less atoms than the full film form (see Figure 8-10). This would 
cause an increase in the average first neighbor spacing due to lower atom density in the layer in 
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those regions. In the region with less atomic density compressive stress is also relieved to a 
certain extent which is also observed in Figure 8-6 above. 
 
Figure 8-8 Top view of Model A for the three layers after deposition of 1.9 ML is shown in A, B and C 
which belong to the coalesced film, the first deposited ML and the second ML, respectively (in the picture 
Ni substrate are red, coalesced Au film monolayer are blue and the deposited Au atoms are yellow). 
 
 
Figure 8-9 Number of Au atoms in the coalesced film layer is shown, where full film total is 528 atoms. 
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 Qualitatively, peak values for yy (difference with respect to the full film without defect) 
component of the virial stress, which was computed to be at the center of the stress localization 
region in the vicinity of the defect, reduce gradually from 4.5GPa of the coalesced form to 
2.6GPa, -0.4GPa, -0.9GPa, -2GPa and -5.2GPa for 0.10, 0.25, 0.50, 0.75 and 1.00 ML deposition 
stages, respectively for Model A (Ly=12nm) (see Figure 8-2). Corresponding peak stress values 
computed via first neighbor spacing values from Figure 8-5 are 7.1GPa for the coalesced film and 
4.4GPa, 2.2GPa, 1.1GPa, 0.7GPa and 0.4GPa for 0.10, 0.25, 0.50, 0.75 and 1.00 ML deposition 
stages, respectively (see Table 5). Figure 8-10, shows better that although the numbers are not 
overlapping, the qualitative responses can be considered similar. 
 Bare 
ML 
0.10 ML 0.25 ML 0.50 ML 0.75 ML 1.00 ML 
MD Virial Delta 
Stress  
4.5 2.6 -0.4 -1.1 -2.0 -5.2 
First Neighbor D. 
results 
7.1 4.4 2.2 1.1 0.7 0.4 
Table 5 Table showing the delta peak stress results computed at various monolayer (ML) deposition 
instances using MD virial stress definition and First Neighbor Spacing values, units are in GPa. 
 
Figure 8-10 Tabulated values in Table 5 above for MD virial stress and First neighbor spacing are plotted 
for comparison. 
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8.2 Misfit Dislocation Formation and Comparison to Predictions 
from Theory  
 
 We continued deposition up to 8 ML in Model B to see the stress evolution in thickening 
films. Tensile peaks were observed in both first neighbor plots and MD stress plots for this model 
(see Figure 8-11). In order to elucidate the reason for the multiple tensile peaks observed in 
Model B we applied centro-symmetry analysis for the model where the number of nearest atoms 
for each atom is computed for the film layers. This method is utilized to detect 
crystallographically defected regions like misfit dislocations or in the atomic crystal structure. 
The colored centro-symmetry image given in Figure 8-12 clearly shows the misfit dislocations 
where atomic order becomes more defected as colors go from blue to red. 
 
Figure 8-11 Stress distribution on the coalesced film before deposition (solid) and after 8ML of film 
deposition (dashed) are shown. 
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Figure 8-12 Centro-symmetry image for Model B showing the misfit dislocations started from right above 
the initial film monolayer. Disorder increases as color goes from blue to red. 
 
 As computed in Section 6.2 the critical thickness was computed to be 𝒕𝒄𝒓𝒊𝒕𝒊𝒄𝒂𝒍=11.6Å and 
Au monolayer thickness derived from the density distribution analysis was found to be 
𝒕𝒎𝒐𝒏𝒐𝒍𝒂𝒚𝒆𝒓=2.0 Å. This corresponds to around 6 ML of Au film which is also shown in Figure 
8-12. This figure also explains the reason behind tensile recovery in the film such that the 
accumulated compressive stress is relieved by misfit dislocations which gave rise to tensile stress 
generations at the dislocation regions. 
 In a crystal structure slip planes on which dislocation form are the planes which possess 
the highest planar density of atoms which corresponds to the widest spacing plane. The direction 
in which defect propagates is the one with highest linear density. Thus in an FCC system {111} is 
the slip plane with <110> being the slip directions (see Figure 8-13). 
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Figure 8-13 Slip plane (left) and Slip direction (right) for an FCC crystal are shown. [Pictures are adapted 
from MIT OpenCourseWare] 
 
 The centro-symmetry image given in Figure 8-14  below for the first monolayer deposited 
onto the coalesced layer verifies that the dislocations are introduced on the slip directions as 
given above. 
 
Figure 8-14 Centro-symmetry distribution showing the dislocations started on the first monolayer of Model 
B. 
Due to the shortcoming of periodicity the misfit dislocations are not captured fully since 
the repeat length could be greater than our model size. This work shows the formation of the 
dislocations but in a bigger system with longer deposition providing a thicker film would enable 
us to capture dislocation evolution minimizing the simulation artifact. Similar work has been 
carried out by Pereira and Silva [39] where they deposited Pd on Au (001) substrate. In their work 
they simulated a larger model with 13.4x13.4 nm size in XY plane and continued deposition up to 
15ML on top of Au substrate. Pd film growth on Au (001) substrate started to grow dislocations 
after 8th ML. They obtained a better map of the dislocations which grew in the film leading 
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tensile relaxation as shown in the image below .There it shows the cross-section views of 
different layers of the Pd film with the colored Ackland-Jones method (AJM) values after 
completion of the 15
th
 ML. AJM shows the crystal structure which each atom belongs to. It 
clearly shows the dislocation network; where on <110> slip directions red atoms are changed into 
HCP structure, and the greens still being in FCC. 
 
Figure 8-15 After 15ML of Pd film depositon on Au (001) substrate, cross-section views of AJM 
distribution for different layers are shown in a, b and c for 10,6 and 3 MLs, respectively. [39] 
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Chapter 9 Conclusion and Future Work 
 
 
Stress evolution in early stages of thin metal film growth has been studied in atomistic 
scale using molecular dynamic methods with particular interest on spatial and temporal 
distribution of the stress over the thin films having dissimilar material interface with the substrate. 
Stress evolution and distribution was modeled for the coalescence stage of film formation 
process where a single, highly characterized linear defect was manually formed in the Au 
monolayer which was previously deposited on the Ni substrate. Stress manifestation during early 
film formation and subsequent deposition on the coalesced film stages were also studied.  
In Chapter 6, we analyzed the stress formation during the controlled growth of Au 
monolayer which started as a small 2D cluster and grew to a monolayer. A sharp interface with 
no intermixing was obtained for Au deposited onto the Ni (001) substrate due to the high lattice 
mismatch and the positive heat of mixing values of both metals. As the island grew larger, the 
ratio of the edge atoms (which are under tension due to surface interactions) to the total number 
of atoms in the cluster went down thus the compressive state became more significant which was 
due to the lattice mismatch between Au and Ni. The compressive stress attained at the full film 
monolayer was 4.5GPa. 
In hetero-epitaxial film growth there is a critical thickness where misfit dislocations are 
triggered due to the misfit stress accumulated in the film. That was computed to be 11.6Å which 
corresponded to 6 ML of thin film thickness as also obtained in the simulations. This result 
indicated that due to the high lattice misfit between the metal pair, the dislocation would start in 
the sixth monolayer. 
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Chapter 7, involving the major part of this study, elucidates the stress distribution 
evolution during coalescence process of the manually formed linear defect on the Au monolayer 
of different geometries. In the first part, periodic islands of different sizes were simulated for 
coalescence. The most significant finding of the simulations was that dissimilar material 
interfaces induce a significant effect on stress distribution in thin films that is the stress 
localization which was observed around the defect region during coalescence and in post 
coalescence regime as a residual stress.  
Localization region extended to a certain width, which was independent of the system 
size, being around 2.7nm. Similar to the width, the delta peak stresses observed in the localized 
region were also observed to be independent of size, ranging between 4.5-5.1GPa. However, the 
far field stress was computed to be dropping for increasing system sizes down to the full film, 
pre-coalescence stress levels.  
In Figure 7-6, we have seen that the stress and morphology after coalescence was not also 
uniform in x direction. We performed a 2D stress analysis for bot x and y components of the 
stress together with the hydrostatic stress distribution analysis for the 24x12nm film monolayer to 
capture the complete behavior of stress distribution evolution during coalescence. We have seen 
the change in stress in the direction parallel to the defect orientation and verified the existence 
and size of the stress localization region using the combination of other stress components as 
well. Having the stress distribution contours in hand, that would be helpful to apply deposition 
over this system to see how stress localization sites affect the spatial distribution of the deposited 
atoms. 
The coalescence simulations were repeated for the discrete Au monolayer islands, which 
were the counterpart of the periodic island models with the exception of periodicity in Y 
direction. It was found that there was ‘stress localization’ around the defect similar to the periodic 
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island case. However, the peak stresses and the width displayed different behaviors with changing 
system sizes, such that up to 12nm, the peak stresses were in the range 5.4-5.9GPa and widths 
were computed to be around 2.4nm and both were independent of the size. Peak stresses for this 
size range were raised up around 25%, while the width size reduced around 12% with respect to 
the corresponding models in the periodic islands case. The overall rise in tension in the film 
including the peak stress at the center is attributed to the penetration of the edge effect from the 
ends towards the film center which is in tension. The tension at the edges was independent of the 
system size and computed to be around 5.1GPa of tension. The reduction in the width could be 
due to sliding of islands towards each other to close the defect. 
For discrete islands we also modelled 3x24nm and 3x48nm systems, the latter being the 
largest system modelled in this work. They yielded a lower peak stress of around 4.6 GPa which 
was distinctly below the smaller discrete islands’ peak stress average. However, it was close to 
the range of periodic island peak stress values. Therefore we concluded that the discrete islands 
start to behave like periodic islands after a certain size. As a completion work for the future, the 
transition size can be determined via further simulations of intermediate sizes between 12nm and 
24nm.  
Different coalescence mechanisms are proposed in the literature. Sliding is one of those 
mechanisms which is likely to occur when there is a weak interaction at the interface causing low 
traction. It was remarkable in this work that although having conditions favorable for sliding (i.e. 
sharp interface without intermixing, big lattice mismatch and non-epitaxial interface); not even 
the smallest model of discrete islands slid for coalescing where it was even found that they were 
extended outwards at the same amount on both ends, tended to further wet the Ni bare surface 
during coalescing for all models studied. 
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The other important finding of the coalescence simulations is related to the temporal 
behavior of stress distribution in thin films. That is, the stress reaches to its maximum when the 
defect fully heals and it does not relax after that. We verified this conclusion of stable residual 
stress for all systems by running those for hundreds of nanoseconds longer after completion of 
coalescence. This is crucially important when you consider an application utilizing thin films for 
critical parts. It may not be a single layer of film for now, but even for the uppermost layers of 
thicker films, where deposition will be ended; it is likely to have coalescence events to take place 
to close the incomplete layers or surface defects. Thus the localized stress shown in this work 
may exist as a residual stress on the parts.  As we continue to decrease system size for various 
technological devices dependent on thin film architectures, film dimensions are correspondingly 
decreased, including thickness. Thus, effects in a film due to coalescence events near the surface 
of a film become more pronounced.  
From a different point of consideration, the experimental data obtained via curvature 
measurements cannot explain the stress distributions down to the atomic scale accessed in here. 
The stress-thickness plots show the overall stress evolution in the film without referencing the 
critical locations with maximum stress. In other words, for the models simulated in this work, the 
curvature plots would show a decreasing overall stress down to a few MPa, but would not be able 
to explore the peak stress at the coalescence regions reaching up to several GPa.   
Lastly, having the localized residual stress on the coalesced films, we deployed 
deposition on to select periodic islands. The initial observation was that the adatoms were 
absorbed into the film layers in the stress localization region, such that the number of atoms 
diffused into the layer were the same as the atoms that were removed manually to form the defect. 
As a result, we observed healing in the deformed hexagonal structure of the film in the localized 
region. However, as mentioned above stress varies in x direction; therefore, it would be a better 
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practice to simulate deposition over a larger system like 24x12nm is given in Figure 7-6, to fully 
understand the incorporation process in to the film layer.  
The major outcome for the deposition was that, starting from the very first atom the 
tensile peak in the localized region dropped down. The first neighbor spacing analysis for the 
deposition work showed this gradual tensile drop in the localized region very clearly while having 
no significant changes for the far field regions. MD simulations also produced parallel results in 
terms of tensile drop, but they also yielded significant compressive stress, which increases up to 
completion of the first deposition ML. That can be due to the tendency of the deposited adatoms 
on the surface to incorporate with the underlying film atoms to compensate their electron charge 
density loss due to having much less number of neighbor atoms on the surface than the bulk 
atoms. This conclusion was also verified by the slight relaxation in compressive stress as the 
second deposition layer starts to grow.  This can be explained as follows; the atoms in the first 
deposition layer will be surrounded fully in the xy plane and also will start to be interacting with 
the upper layer atoms which will break the intensity of their tendency to squeeze themselves into 
the coalesced film layer, thus relaxing the compressive stress or at least stop further increase in 
the compression.  
Different than the first neighbor analysis results, MD simulations revealed a compressive 
stress increasing as deposition continued towards a thicker film. This was similar to what was 
found in relevant experimental studies [1], [45]. Seel et al. have also reported compressive stress 
generation during deposition process due to the sliding of islands over the film layer up to a 
certain coverage limit [14]. 
The deposition process is different than the coalescence process in terms of simulation 
kinetics and thermodynamics. Coalescence is actually an equilibrium run where we set the system 
run for equilibrium at the constant temperature of 300K. However, during deposition every 3ps 
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we introduce a new atoms with a certain velocity into the system affecting the system temperature 
and thus velocities and therefore interactions. System tries to equilibrate itself before the next 
atom comes in. It was reported in the literature [2] that temperature and the deposition rate are the 
two most important parameters affecting thin film structure. The deposition rate used in the 
simulations is 1 atom per 3ps which corresponds to 48 meters of Au film deposition in just 1 
hour, which is relatively fast. Also, it was shown experimentally for layer by layer growths that 
when deposition is interrupted relaxation occurs in films and stress is recovered back to where it 
was left before interruption as deposition restarts [45]. Therefore, more care should be exercised 
while working on the stress computed during deposition.  
Having said that, it might be helpful as a future work, to repeat the stress evolution 
analysis for the deposition process at a slower rate and also adding interruption periods to let the 
system equilibrate after certain ML coverage levels before gathering stress data. This may require 
longer time of simulations meaning more computational resources to be planned for the future 
studies but deposition rate was reported to be an important factor affecting the stress behavior of 
thin films as summarized in Section 4.4.3.  Indeed, it may be necessary to consider combining 
molecular dynamics with some type of kinetic Monte Carlo algorithm to properly address 
macroscopic time scales.  Again, this is a non-trivial endeavor well suited to follow-on research. 
 The misfit dislocations which started to grow in the Au film layer were not able to be 
captured fully due to the system size limitations. It was also required to have more layers of film 
to be deposited to map the dislocation behavior completely. Having the concerns mentioned 
above, further deposition would help to better understand the stress evolution as the film 
continues to grow up to at least few nanometers (note that 5ML of deposition corresponds to 1nm 
thick film) which is required for today’s thin film applications.  
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Atomistic stress is computed via virial method, which accounts the atomic interactions 
only within a simulation domain. When used to evaluate stress in a local region of an atomistic 
ensemble, this method has been criticized for its accuracy, but it has been reported that local 
stress behavior interpreted via virial method is qualitatively correct. On the other hand, 
quantitative results produced by the virial stress method are shown to be poor in accuracy around 
high stress gradient region like surface defects. Taking these concerns into consideration, we 
applied an alternative approach to compute stress on the film using first neighbor spacing data for 
the film atoms where local strain was calculated via the difference between the nearest space 
distances. Strain is then converted into stress using Hooke’s law for films with 111 plane sitting 
on a 001 substrate surface with plane stress assumption. The results were perfectly matching the 
MD counterparts qualitatively (i.e. occurrence of stress localization around the defect, residual 
behavior, etc.). However, quantitatively there was a mismatch where first neighbor distance 
results were higher in magnitude. This can be attributed to the selected volume which was used to 
divide (pressure*volume) values computed via MD tool to get virial stress. Atomic volume can 
be hard to define especially in deformed solids or liquids. We defined volume for the stress 
analysis bins as the product of their width in x, length in y and an average thickness of the film 
layer extracted from the density distribution analysis. While the first two dimensions were 
rigorously defined, the third was not; a rather small value was obtained from density analysis for 
the monolayer thickness tmono ~ 0.20 nm; however, this is a fairly simplistic interpretation of the 
spatial extent of the film. If the interaction cut-off distance for the interatomic potentials used 
here (Rc ~ 0.55 nm) is instead used as the thickness, computed stress values are more than halved. 
Therefore, definitions of film dimensions in atomic scale simulations of thin film growth should 
be considered more carefully as a part of the future work.  
However, the outcomes of the virial stress definition, for the surface coalescence of 
defects, have been shown to be in fairly good agreement with the stress results obtained from 
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deformation gradient analysis. Therefore local atomistic stress computations can be regarded as a 
semi-quantitative measure. 
The semi-quantitative, atomistic scale stress distribution analysis conducted in this work 
can be utilized to advance Tello and Bower’s work where they developed a finite element model 
for the stress evolution near grain boundaries of the surface of the growing film islands, using the 
cohesive zone model [59]. At the outset of research here, a goal was to determine if sub-ensemble 
averaging of stress in atomic scale simulations could give sufficiently robust answers – 
quantitatively – to allow comparison to similar results from continuum models based on cohesive 
zone formulations for describing interaction between free material surfaces across a gap.  Tello 
and Bower performed such work; as is traditional practice with continuum formalisms, they 
performed all dimensionless simulations.  The cohesive zone law they employed is shown below 
(see Figure 9-1 and Figure 9-2, reprinted from Tello and Bower, 2008), along with a 
dimensionless plot of their cohesive zone law. 
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Figure 9-1 Representative geometry of half of an evolving island is shown. The arrows represent the 
cohesive tractions (reprinted from Tello and Bower, 2008) 
 
  In Eq.(9-1) below, 𝜎𝑚 is the maximum traction experienced between free surfaces and δ  
is the distance between the free surfaces (i.e. the gap size), where zero corresponds to equilibrium 
contact of the surfaces; lastly, ∆ is the position where the peak traction occurs.  Tello and Bower 
used a finite element formalism including this cohesive zone law to model film growth in the 
Volmer-Weber mode.  Examples of stress evolution (again in dimensionless presentation) 
obtained from their work are shown in Figure 9-3 below. 
 𝑇𝑖 = −𝐹(𝛿)𝛿𝑖1  and  𝐹(𝛿) = 𝜎𝑚 exp (1 −
𝛿
∆
)
𝛿
∆
 9-1         
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Figure 9-2 Cohesive zone law (solid) and truncation function (dashed) 
 
  
Figure 9-3 Stress evolution of the growing islands for three successive instances 
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In this study, Au and Ni were taken as the film-substrate pair and certain conclusions are 
made on spatial and temporal manifestation of stress evolution during and after coalescence of 
thin film formation and also while under ongoing deposition. The results can be generalized if we 
use modified interaction potential to obtain weaker/stronger between the film and substrate and in 
between film atoms. This can also lead to different cases like diffusive interfaces. Different 
material systems can also be studied other than pure metals. Materials like single and 
polycrystalline silicon, Al alloys, silicon oxides, etc. are used in integrated circuits or for different 
applications like barrier films. Stress affects the electron band gap in semi-conductor materials 
which is very crucial for the reliability of their performance. Therefore, this study would lead us 
to look into stress evolution in atomistic level in such materials. 
Aside from studying the stress evolution in different materials there is another issue to be 
addressed in this study which is the reliability of the stress computation method used in here, 
meaning the virial stress method. Hardy stress method is reported to be better in accuracy for the 
stress computation and it should be implemented and results should be compared to the virial and 
the first neighbor outcomes obtained in this work. 
This study will provide the thin film and small scale mechanical properties community 
with new interpretations regarding the range of strain and stress present in a sample measured to 
possess some average stress.  We advance that such knowledge will be highly useful to materials 
reliability analysis as well as fracture initiation analysis.  It will also provide the foundation for 
multiscale formulation of advanced constitutive expressions used in finite element models of 
materials behavior during thin film growth. Collectively, this study has potential to greatly benefit 
theoretical descriptions of the mechanical behavior of materials, particularly as manifest in small-
scale structures.  
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